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Abstract

The absence of obvíous social paËhologies in crowded human populaÈions

has been explained by ethnograþhers ín terms of enculËuration effecÈs

whereas perceptual researchers cj.te adaptation as the mechanísm which

reduces stress in cror¿ded populatíons. In the Present study it rvas

hypothesized that persons who (a) lived in high densíty residential
environmenta, (b) were of Chinese culËural exËraction and (c) exper-
j-enced public seËtings would show higher thresholds for Ëhe percepË,ion

of crowdíng than persons from low densíty residential envíronments '
North American cultural extraction or who !üere exposed to prívate set-

tings. Thirty Chínese and thirty Canadían subjecËs r^¡ho líved Ín either

high or low density resídential environments \^lere tesËed for Ëheir

crowding threshold for a public and a private simulated setting usíng

Ëhe Desor method for measuring crowding threshold. È 2 x 2 x 2 ANOVA

for repeated'measures \¡ras performed r¡hich crossed Ëwo levels of CulËure,

Èr^¡o levels of Present Resídential Density and the tl,ro test SetËíngs as

the repeated measure. A main effect for Settíng stlpporLed the hypothe-

sis that Èhresholds for crowding r+ould be higher for public than for

private tesË settings. No effect raras detected for Present Residential

Densíty buË a main effect energed for Culture which supporËed the hyp-

oËhesis that Chinese would display higher thresholds for Ëhe perceptíon

of crov¡ding than Canadians. A subsequent 2 x 2 A}{OVA r.rhich crossed

CulËure and Setting whÍle controllíng for the Past ResídenÈial Densíty

experience of the subjecËs by means of matching' revealed a signifícant

Culture x SeLting interaction but no main effect for Culture. Chinese

subjects placed signíficantly more figures in publíc settÍ-ngs th¿n-díd

Canadíans. This findíng was interpreÈed as evidence thaÈ CulËure may

be confounded with Past Residential Density effects and Ëaken alone is

a relatively poor predictor of crorvding threshold.
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Cul-Èure, Exposure & Crowdíng

Culture and Density Exposure Effects

On The Pereeption of Crowding.

Recent studies of crowding phenomena in human populatÍ-ons sËress

the distinction betrveen spatial density, defíned as persons per unit

area, and crowdíng or social density, which ís norv conceived as a com-

p1ex, subjective at.tribution whích often buÈ by no mearis invariably

accompanÍes exposure to high density settings (See Li-È. Reviêw) " BoËh

physico-spaËial properties of the built envj-rorunent and/or natural

envíronments and psycho-social variables have been shovm to influence

the perception of crowdíng in humans (Baurn & Davis ' L976; BaxËer &

Deanovich, L97O; Bickman, Teger, Gabriele, Mclaughlin, Berger & Sunaday,

1973; Burch & I^Ialker, L97 B; Desor, L972; Epstein & Karlin, 1975',

Snith & HayÈhorn, L'q72; Stokols, Ral1, Pinner & Schopler, 1973; Sund-

strome L975; Burch, Note 1).

lwo issues ernerging from Ehis research r¡arrant empirical ínvesËi-

gation. FírsË, it has been observed that human responses to hígh

.populatÍon densities are by no mearrs as stereotypic as Èhose reporËed

for animals (Calhoun, 1962, L966; Christían, L956). Indeed, there is

marked variation betr^/een cultures in the'levels of density whích are

experienced by human populations with a conspicuous absence of those

sËress relaËed "socíal pathologies" which T¡rere so often predicted for

human societies on the basis of laboraÈory studies of infrahuman

specíes (Anderson , Lg72; Draper , Lg73; l"Iitchell, L}TI). In fact,

both Anderson (1972) and Draper (1973) have reporËed Èhat ín some

cultures high densíty living arrangements are often chosen over readíly
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available lower density residential seËËings. Si¡ree North American

psychologists tend to think of crov¡ding as an aversive and stressful

condiËion under most circumstancesr. Ëhe anomalous fact that many

people seek ouÈ high density settittg= fot long term occuPancy re-

quj-res explanaËion. It is of considerable empirical interest whether

Èhe percepÈion of crowding is deËer¡oined partly or totally by a per-

sonrs cultural milieu. I^lhíle the ethnological sÊudies cíEed above

supply anecdotal evidence to supPort the notíon tt¡at culture has

such medíating effects on the percepËíon of cror¡ding, no quantitative

empírical studies which conPare the perception of crowdÍng in subjects

from different culËures have yet been reporttd'1

An alternative explanatíon for the absence of "social pathologies"

among many persons living in high density environments has been offered

by i^lohlwill (1974) in the consÈrucË of adaptaËion. AdapËation is, of

course, an ubiquitous psychological phenomenon and I^IohlwíIl argues that

ít modulaÈes or "filters" the hypersÈimulatíon r,¡hích characÈerizes high

.densíÈy settíngs and which is thoughÈ to be a príne determinant of the

perception of crowding (Burch & Ilalker, L97B; MacÏtintosh, I^IesË & SaegerË'

1975; Mílgram, I97O; Saegert, L973). Aciordíng ro I^iohlwill, adaptation

occurs as a ïesult of "a quantíEaËíve shift in the distribution of

judgmenËal or affective resPonses along a sËimulus continuuut' as a

functíon of contínued exposure to a sÉimulus't (IloT,r1will , I974, Pg.134).

In other words, persons who have been exposed Ë'o high density settings

for some Ëime may be expected to display affectíve and/ot judgrnental

responses (e.g., whether or not a given settíng is to be considered
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crowded) which differ from those of people who have no such history

of exposure" Thus it also becomes tenable to ask to whaÈ degree

dffferences in the percepEion of- crowding can be attributed to adapt-

ation processes operating directly on perception as opposed to the

determíning influences of culturally transmítted and prescríbed ad-

jusÈíve straÈegies.

Thresholds for the perception of crov¡dj-ng can be measured by

means of a projecËive simulation techníque devised by Desor (I972).

The instrumerit consísËs of a scale model room (or several such rooms)

and a supply of miniature human figures which subjecËs are instructed

to place in the roour(s) until they reach the point where the addition

of one more fígure would make the room appear crowded. The number of

figures so placed in Ëhe roon(s) Ís consídered to be a quantitative

aeasure of the subjectts crorvding threshold for the situation assumed

to hold for the model room. Desor used this technique to show thaË

such archit.ecËural variables as room shape and amount of accessr^as

well as non-architecÈura1 factors such as the definitíon of the sit-

uatíon to be assumed in the room all ínfluence Ëhe cror+ding threshold

for a gíven setEíng. The same meas,rt"r.rri concepË was adopted by

Baum & Davis (L976) Ëo shor¿ that room bríghÈness and complexity of

decoration influence the perception of crowdÍnþ and Burch (Ncte 1)

extended these findíngs by demonstrat.ing that different room hues

also affect Ëhe crowdíng threshold. Cohen, Sladen & Bennett (1975)

used a variatíon of the same procedure to illustrat.e the impact of

apquainLanceship, activity defínÍtion and inËeraction level on Per-
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ceptions of crorading. In short, the Desor technique is a convenienË

objective measure of cror¿ding threshold in simulated settings.
The Desor procedure can be used Ëo test hypotheses regarding

the adaptation/enculËuration íssues mentioned above. Lf an adapt-
atíon mechanism operat.es ín the perception of cror¡ding, then differ-
ences in residential density condit.ions to which persons are exposed

night be expected to produce differences in their crowdÍng thresholds.
Specifically, it was hypothesízed Ëhat:

density resídential en-

for the pereepËion of

residenËial environments.

determinant of crowdÍng

should display different
Chinese subjects were

their Canadian cofrnËerparts

(3) Fina1ly, it was predicËed that higher crowdíng thresholds
woul-d be displayed for public setÈings (defined as spaces over which

the user cannot exert eontrol over who enters the setting) Ëhan for
private seËtings (defined as spaces over which the user can exert
control over who enters the setting) replícating the seÈting differ-

'ences for cror¿ding Ëhreshold reported in earlier sËudies (e.g., Cohen,

et al., 1975; Desor, 1972) .

IfeÈhod

Subj ec Ës

The few extanÈ studíes r¿hÍch have appeared in the literaÈure
which report on cror'rding phenomena in other culËural seËLíngs than

North America deal with Indía (Van Groenou, 1977), the lKung bush-

men of Africa (Draper, 1973) and ethnic Chinese of Hong Kong and

Singapore (Anderson, I972; Hassan, I975; Mitchell, I97l). The mosË

plentíful informat,ion Èhus pertains tb the ethnic Chinese who

also happened to comprise one of the

,\

ì

(1) Persons currently ínhabíting high
vironments should display hígher thresholds
crcruding Ëhan persons inhabiting 1ow density

(2) If enculturatíon r¡ras an important
Êhreshold, subjects from dífferent cultures
crowding Ëhresholds. In the presenË study,
expecËed to display highet thresholds thaa
for reasons reviewed by Anderson (1972) 

"
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the largest mínoritíes from whÍch subjects could be drar,¡n for experí-

mental purposes. Accordingly, Chinese persons r¿ere selected for the

PresenÈ investígaËion to constíErrte .one 
of the cultural groups to be

tesÈed, native born Canadians comprising the contrasting culÈural

group.

SubjecLs for this study v¡ere recruiËed from among students taking

Introductory Psychology at Èhe University of ManiÈoba who volunteered

for research parËicípaÈion. All subjecEs receíved course credit for

their cooperatÍon in the study. The investigation was introduced as

follows:

"I ,- recruitíng subjects for an experiment on social interaction
and urban 1ife. If you would like to Participate in this experi-
ment, iÈ is necessary that you complete this brief pre-experimental
questionnaire. All responses are strictly confidential. If you
do noË ansv¡eï all of the questions on the quesËionnaire, It* afraid
I cannot consider you as a potential subject for the sfudy. Both
males and females are invited to volunteer for the experiment and

I am especially interested in recruiting persons from China, Hong

Kong, Singapore, Taiwan or other nations r¿íth a predominantly
Chinese culture.

On the basis of the questíonnaire responses, You may be called to
. parÈicipate ín a shorË experimenÈal procedure and complete another

questíonnaire for which you will receive one hour of experímental
crediË. If you are not selected for the experiment' your pTe-ex-
perimental questionnaire rvill be destroyed.

A pre-experimenÈal quesËionnaire was Ëhen circulated which requested

ínformatíon regarding (a) name, (b) telephone number, (c) sex' (d) ager

(e) country of birth, (f) resídence history showing all countries the

subject had lived in and how long he had resided in each, (g) year

level in university, (h) the tyPe of dwe11íng the subject had lived in

longesÈ before comÍ-ng to universiÊy, (Í) the subjecÈrs current dvrellíng
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type, (j) occupation held longest by father, (k) currenË occupation of

father, (1) annual income expressed in Canadian dollars. (See Appendix

B for samples of pre- and posÈ-experimenEal questionnaires. See Tables

1-8 for descriptive sËaËísËics on Ëhe subjects selecËed for the study.)

Insert Tables 1-B AbouË Here

There were 210 respondenËs to the quesÈionnaire, 42 of whom were native

born Chi¡ese. The remainder were Canadians excepË for fíve persons born

ín the U.S., tiao from Nígería, one from Germany and one fromAustria.

Persons oËher Êhan naËive born Canadians were deleted from Ëhe st.udy so

that only Canadians or Cirlnese comprised the two culturalt groups tested.

ThírËy Chinese studenËs were selected half of whom reported their

current dwelling type to be a si-ngle fanily deËached house, a duplex or

a fourplex. These subjects were classified as having a current resídenË-

ial environment of 1ow densíty. The other half of the Chinese r,ras con-

prised of subjects who reported that they lived in hígh rise aparËmenÈs

or sËudent residence buildings (buíldings of more Ëhan five floors) or

1ow rise apartments or student residences (buildíngs of less than five

floors). These subjects were classlfíed as havÍ-ng a current residential

environment of hÍgh density. The same thirty subjecÈs ¡vere also classif-

Íed Ín Ëerms of whether the residential environment they had occupied

the longest could be charac terízed as high density or low densíty using

the same críteria for densíty as applied t.o Ëheir currenË residenÈial

envÍronments.
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I^Iithin the dwellíng type criterion, Chinese subjects r,¡ere sel-

ecËed so as to favour Ëhose vrho had lived in Canada or other l^Iestern

countries the shortest possible time in order to ¡itinirnizeîresocÍaLízat-

ion effects. The Chinese who finally took part ín the study con-

sísËed of L4 females (Mean Age = 18.6 years) and 16 males (Mean Age =

22.2years) vrith a mean lengËh of resídence in Canada of 3.1 years.

Most subjects (19, 63%) were from Hong Kong while five (162) were

from Malaysía. Two subjecËs came from Indonesia and one subject

each from Mainland China, Thailand, Singapore and Burma.

Ten Canadíans r,,¡ere eliminated from the prospecÈíve subject pool

because their pre-experímenËal guestionnaire responses were incom-

pleËe or indecÍpherable. The remaining 149 subjects \^rere used as

a pool from which 30 Canadians were selected and rnaÈched to their

Chinese counter-parts " Matching criteria ín order of precedence con-

sisted of (a) current dwelling type, (b) sex, (c) income level,

(d) year in uníversity, (e) pasË occupatíonål sËaËus of father, (f)

age. Ìfatching on criteria of lower precedence \^rês sacríficed in

order to obtain Ëhe best possible maÈch on variables of hígher pre-

cedence. All Chinese subjects r¡Iere matcúed perfectly to Canadian

controls in terms of current dv¡el1ing type and sex. PerfecË matching

was obÈained on income level in 19 cases r¿ith sel'en more cases being

uaËched within one income caÈegory of each other, three cases r¡/ere

maËched wiËhín È.v/o categories and one case r,ias fo.rr cat.egories dis-

crepant from its control. Year 1eve1 in university was matched per-
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fectly ín 26 cases and wíthin one year in three more cases; only one

case was discrepant by three years. Perfect correspondence was

obtained for pasÈ occupation of,Ëhe subjectrs father in eight cases

whíle 12 more subjects could be matched wiËhin one category of oc-

cupaËÍonal Ëype; ten subjects were discrePant by two categoríes or

moïe. Finally, perfect maËches in terms of age r¡rere obtained in seven

cases, nine more cases matching wíthín one year, five within two

yeaïs and the nine cases r¡hich remained r^rere Ëhree or more years

discrepant in age.

Design

The experimental design consisted of a 2 x 2 x 2 factorial

ANOVA for mixed effects (Glass & Stanley, L970). Two levels of-Cultu=e

(Canadían and Chinese) were crossed with Ëwo levels of Present Resid-

ential Densíty (High versus Low) and two different definitions of the

SeËËing Ëo be assumed for Ëhe model rooms of the Desor appalatus

(Public SetLíng versus Private Setting) consËituted a third, repeated

nieasure factor also havíng thro levels.

DependenË Measures

The dependenË measures consisted of the clowdíng threshold

scores for each subject for the two dÍfferenË test seLtings, crowd-

ing threshold being defined as Ëhe nurnber of figures a subjecË was

willíng Èo plaee in the model rooms before they just starËed Èo

appear crowded. Other dependent measures were Ëaken by means of

a post-experimental quesËíonnaire (See Appendix A f.or a sample of

this questíonnaire), which requesËed informaËíon regarding (a) number
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of persons who shared the subjectrs past and presenË dwellings (i.e.,

meâsures of In-dwelling Density), (b) the number of rooms in pasË

and present dwellings (i.e., a *meas.ure of "Room Densítyrr), (c) avail-

ability of private ouËdoor spaces such as yards or private outdoor

spaces for both past and present dwellings, (d) Ëhe subjectrs estímate

of whether or not his past dwelling was typical of those in. his neigh-

borhood, (e) an open-ended question asking what sort of place the

subject imagíned Ëhe public setting to be and (f) three open-ended

questions which measured the subjectrs ar¡/areness of the experímental

hypotheses, experimenter expecËations and adverse reactions to the

experimental procedures .

Apparatus

A model room apparatus v/as constructed similar to thaË described

by Desor (1972). Two model rooüs were builL to a scale of.2.5 cm = 46

cm. The rooms vrere rectangular in shape measuríng 22 cm by 28 cm

¡^rhich represented a full scale room size of 3.9 m by 5.0 m. Floors

'rrere made of 1.5 cm thíck acoustical tíle board providing a surface

which would easily accepÈ the pin supports of the model hunan figures.

I,Ialls consist,ed of maÈ,t whíLe posËer board 13.5 cur in heighË support-

ed at the corners by polysÈyrene angle braces. The interior surfaces

of the walls were left in Ëheir orígínal uratË white wiËhout paint or

f urther decoraËi-on. 2

A supply of niniature figures r,ras constructed Ëo the same scale

as the rooTns. Bodies were made of 8.25 cm sections of wooden dovrel

r^l'Íth thumb tacks gl-ued Ëo the "fooË" end and wooden beads aËtached to

the other end to reÞresenË heads. The beads were painted r,rith facíal
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markings so that a front and back could be díscerned for each figure

and secËions of pípe cleanel T¡lere added to represent arms. No other

adornmenÊ was applied nor I.lere any markings placed on Ehe figures

which night indícate their sex.

The realism of Ëhe rooms vras enhanced by Èhe addiËíon of a minímal

amount of furniture construcLed Èo the appropríate scale. BoËh roons

conÈained a coffee table 8.5 cm by 2.5 cra by 2.1 cm in height which

T,üas constructed of balsa wood and left in its naÈural wood Ëones. Also,

a sofa was included 11 cm by 3 cm by 2.1 cm Ín height at seat toP' The

toÈal floor area occupied by these furnishings \¡ras identical for both

model roons.

To minimi ze t:ne Èendency of subjects to compare the nunber of

figures placed in one room with theír previous performance' poster

board covers were placed over the rooms" FurËhermore, the order of

room present,ation was randomized by a coin toss for each subject so

that possible order effects r.rere randomly distríbuted aeross con-

diLions.

Procedure

Upon arriving at the experimental room' subjecÈs weTe ËesÈed ín-

dividually. The ttro rooms were placed side by side on a table and

Ëhe subject stood facing the rooms which I{ere covered and presented

in random order" Besíde the rooms was a box conËaining a supply of

miníature human figures. The experimenter íntroduced Ëhe procedure

as follows:
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t'Imagíne that these (pointing to the roorns) are rooûts and thaÈ
these (indicatirrg the figures) are people and thaË you are orle
of these people. Read Ehe instructíons on the instruction card
in front of each room and follow Ëhem carefully during the ex-
periment. F

ttÀs you knov¡ from your o\^rrr experíence, some rooms v/ith many people
in them may seem very, very cror^rded. These same roouls wiËh very
few prople in them do not seem cro\¡¡ded at all . I want you to put
these figures Ín these roonìs until the rooms -'i ust start to feel
crowded Ëo you. That ís, do not put so many figures in the room
that it is very crowded and do not leave the room emPty. But put
figures ín the room until the room just
you.

starts to feel crowded to

After this explanation was delivered, subjects l¡rere questíoned to

determíne whether or not they understood the instructions and asked to

paraphrase them. This interacËion was considered necessary to insure

thaL both Chinese and Canadían subjects had equivalenË understanding

of the procedure to be followed.

The experimenËer then left the room and observed the subjectrs

fÍgure placements from an adjoiníng observation area. The instruction

card which accompaníed Èhe Private setting roou read as follows:

. ttlmagine that this ís a livíng room ín your home where people
are standing and Èalking" PuÊ. as nâny people as you can in
this livíng room until iË just staïts to feel crowded Èo you."

The ínstructions for the Public setting read simílarly:

"Imagine that Ëhis is a public lounge area where people are
standing and talking. Put as nany people as you can in this

' public lounge area unÈil it ju-st starts to feel crowded to you."

When subjects had completed their figure placemenÈs, the experi-

menËer ïe-entered the experimental room and led the subject to an

adjoining room r¿here he completed the post-experimental quesËionnaire.
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h'hiLe Èhe subject worked on this questionnaíre, the experimenter re- 
ì

\

Èurned Ëo the experimental roon and counted the figures v¡hich had 
i

I

been placed in each settíng. Upon completion of the post-experÍmenËal Ì

questíonnaire, subjects v¡ere debriefed and thanked for their parËicipat-

íon.

ResulÈs

Analysis of Crowding Threshgld Scores

The crowding threshold scores from all 60 subjecËs for both pri-

vate and public Settings were analyzed in a 2 x 2 x 2 repeaËed measures

ANOVA for mixed effecËs" The resulËs of this analysis are sunmarized

in Table 9.

Insert Table $ AbouË Here

A sígnificant main effect for Culture r¡ras deËected, F (1'56) =

6.42, y= .0L4" with Chinese subjects placing signifícantly nore fig-

ures in the model rooms (Hean = 16.53) than Canadían subjects (Mean =

12.18). A main effect also emerged for Settíng, F (1'56) = 46.25,

p = "0001, with significant,ly more fígures being placed Ín the room

designated as a "public lounge area" (Mean = 16.85) than for the

room described as a ftlíving room" (Mean = Ii.86). No effecË was

detected for Present Residential Density and there r,rere no statistically

significanÈ interactions.

It was exped.ted th4t possí:bly boEh Presenù Resídentiã1:.1. I ' ;: r'

DensÍËy and Past ResidenËial Density may exert an influence on crowd-



ing thresholds. In the presen! study

a Past Resídential Density experÍence
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of the 60 subjecÊs reporÈed

Low Density and 15 reported

45

of

a Eigh Past DensÍÈy experience.- To investigate the inpact of the

Past Density variable, a minor "naly"is was performed Ín which Past

Residential DensiËy r¡ras controlled by usíng only those subjects who

reported an experience of Low Past ResidenËíal DensíËy (15 Chínese

and 30 Canadians). Sínce Present Residential DensíÈy r¡ras shovm above

to have no impacË on crowding Ëhreshold scores, the mínor analysis

crossed tr¡o levels of Culture (Chinese and Canadian) and two levels

of SeÈting (Publíc and Prívate) in a 2 x 2 repeated measures ANOVA

for mixed effects while holding Past Resj-dentíal Density constant

across subjects. The results of this analysis are presenËed ín Table 10.3

Insert Table l0About Here

A sígnificant maín effect for Setting T¡ras detecÈed, F (1,43)=

62"47, p = .0001, wíth uore figures being placed j-n Ëhe settíng des-

cribed as a publíc lounge area than in the seÈting described as a

living room. The naín effecË for Cul-ture whích emerged in the

initial analysis dísappeared in the present analysis when PasÈ Resi-

dential Densíty hras controlled, F (L,43) = 1.05, p = .310. The dis-

appearance of thj-s effect is consístenË with the noËion that Culture

may be confounded wiËh a Past Residentíal DensiËy effect. The Culture

Settíng inËeraction also attained statj-sËical sígnifícance, F (1,43) =



5.28, p = .026, \"rith chÍnese subjects pracing signíficantly nore fig-
ures ín the setting te',ûed a public I0unge area (Mean = r7.06, s.D. =

6"75) than did canadian subjects (Mean = L4.03, s.þ. = 5.5r). per-
formances for the two cultural groups $rere identícal for the setting
described as a "rivíng roomr', with canadians pracing Ëhe same number

of figures (Mean = 10.33, S. D. = 4.02) as Chinese (Mean = 10.33,
s. D" = 4.35) ín Èhi-s setËing. Thís outcome suggests Èhat even when

Past Resident.ial DensÍty is eontrolled, culture may have a signÍficant
ímpaet on crowding Ëhreshold when in ínÈeraction with other varÍables
though iË does noÈ seem to have this potency by itself. The resulËs
of this mínor analysis must be qualified by the non-orthogonarity of
ce1I frequencies which operate in the above analysis to render liberal
all tests of main effecÈs and. interactions. LrIhiIe Ëhe liberality of
the Èest cannot be expecËed. to red.uce the seËting main effect to non_

signifícance, simil-ar confídence cannot be placed in the interacÈion.
Analysís of Post-hoc Measures

' seven post hoc measures vrere taken r¿hích u¡ere deemed of interest
insofar as they míght further irluurinaËe those factors which are

related to performance orr rneasures of crowdÍog threshold. iühile a

number of dífferenË analytical approaches could. be enËertained',. a

correlational proeedure seemed most, to coromend itserf in ríght of
the post-hoe nature of Èhe measurement procedures. The seven variables
being examined were (a) present in-dwe1ling d.ensiÈy, (b) past in-
dwe11Íng densíÈy, (c) present, room density, (d) past room .ensity,
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(e) present privaËe space (ttre'availabilÍty of prívate ouÈdoor spaces

near the dwelling Ëhe subjecË presently occupied), (f) past private

space (the availabílity of private outdoor spaces near Ëhe dwelling

the subject had occupíed the longest), (g) the typJ.caliry of the

dwelling unit which the subject had occupied the longest rvith res-

pect to Ëhe dwellings r,ihich surrounded ít. Added t.o these seven

post-hoc measures were (h) Ëhe subjectrs culÈural- classÍfication,

(i) his score on the private seËËing crowding threshold measure and

(j) his score on the public setËing crowding threshold neasure.

Variables â, b, c, d, i and j r+ere conËinuous variables whereas

e, f, g and h were discrete díchotomous varíables. Pearson Product

Moment CorrelaËion CoefficienÈs were calculated when tvro conËinuous

variables were being examíned, Point Biserial Coefficienus erere as-

cerËaíned for Èhe assocíatÍon of a continuous and a díchotomous var-

iable and Phi CoefficÍent.s of Association were obt.ained for the re-

latÍon beEween tr¿o dichotomous variables. All non-redundant cor-

relaÈíon coeffícíents t.ogether wiËh their associated g values are

presented ín Table 11. Only coefficients which attained sËaËÍstícal

significance will be discussed be1ow.4

Insert Table llAbout Here

Present ín-dr'rel1íng density. Present in-dwellíng density (the

number of persons sharíng the subjectts presenË dr¡elling unít) was

positively relaËed Ëo present room densíÈy (the number of rooms ín

the subjectrs present dr¿elling unít) r = +:588, p = "0001. Subjects

\'\
I
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who tended to reporÈ living in ù"¡ellings wiËh ma4y,other people ,in

theír dwelling unit also reported having more rooms per unit. This

fíndíng may be an artifact of ae"fitrg. with a student populaËíon

since sËudenËs living in resídence would probably be occupying a

single room with one other person whereas studenËs living off campus,

e.g"¡ r,ríËh farnilies or ín private apartmenÈs, nay occupy a dwellíng

Èogether with other farnily members or multiple roomrates.

Present in-dwelling density was negatively related to the

availabílity of private outdoor spaces to the subjectts present

dwelling unit, å¡i = -.489, p_É.0001. Subjects who reported

hígh in-dwelling densitíes also Ëended to report havíng access to

private ouËdoor spaces exclusively for their ohrn use. Once nore,

persons living off campus in family dwellings rnight reasonably be

expected Ëo have yards or gardens whereas persons in studenË res-

idence would noË.

. Present room density. Present room density (the number of

roo c in the sub ject.s t present. dwelling unit) shor,¡ed sígnif icant

relaËionships to pasÈ roon density (r = t_.561, g = .0001) , avail-

abílíty of private outdoor space to Ëhe subject's presenË dwelling

unit (qOí = - .69L, g = .0001) , availability of private ouËdoor

space to the dwelling unit occupied longest (åbí = -.335, p_=.009),

cultural classification of the subject (50, = -.333, p_= .009) and

the subjectrs crowding threshold score (r = -.302, g = .019). The

posiËive relaËíon between measures of room densíty in both past and
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present dweLling units suggests a conËinuity in Ëhe type of dwelling

subjects select for occupancy. Those having líved longesË in dwell-

ings with many roons tended to'-continue to do so as hras also Ërue

of persons v¡ho lived ín dwellings having fewer roons.

The negaËive correlaËion between present room densíty and the

availabílity of pri-vate outdoor spaces Ëo the presenË dwelling unit

reflects the tendency of dwellings havíng many rroms also t,o: have

access Ëo private ouËdoor spaces. A similar negaÈive relatíonship

between present room density and the availability of private outdoor

spaces to the dwelling uniË occupied the longesË again points to a

certain similarity in resídential envíronnents over Eime. The absence

of change in this regard is to be expected sínce the acquisícion of

private outdoor spaces requires economic resources beyond those

cornmonly found ín student populations.

Inverse relationships also emerged between present room density

and the subjectts cultural classsification. Chinese subjects Ëended

to report havíng feç¡er roours in theír presenË drvelling unit than

their Canadian controls. Also, subjects_who reported lower.presenË

room densities tended Ëo place sígnificantly more fÍ-gures in public

settings than subjects who reporËed havi-ng more roons in their pres-

ent dwelling uniËs, although it has been suggested above that thís

apparent culture effect- is probably confounded with adapËaÈíon effects

attríbutable to past residentíal density.

Past room density. Past room densiËy (the number of rooms ín

;the dwelling unit the subject occupied longest) was ínversely related



Èo the availabílity of prívate outdoor spaces to Ëhe subject.ts presenË

dwelling unj-t (r = -.264, p = .041), the availabilíty of privat,e our-

door spaces to the dwelling unit the subject had occupied. the longesr

(å*r= -.589, p = .0001), the subjectts cultural classificatíon (r . .=-?Da -- - --J qL!v* 
--ÐDl_

-.662" p_=.0001), the subjectrs privare settíng score (åOr= -.275,

¿=.033) and hís public serring score (-¡1otr= -.407, p=.0001).

Subjects who reporÈed having a relat.ively large number of rooms

Ín Ëhe dwelling they occupied longest tended also Ëo report the avaíl-
abílity of prívate ouÈdoor space to ÈheÍr pasË dwelling as well as

theÍr presenË dwelling. These subjecËs T¡rere nost likely Ëo be of

Canadian cultural extraction and theír crowding threshold scores for

both publíc and private seËt.íngs were lorter than for other subjects.

This pattern of fíndings is fully consisËent i,riLh the effects of

pasË residentÍal density already observed on crowdíng thresholcs.

Present prívate space. The availabilÍty of a private outooor

sPace to a subjectrs presenÈ dwelling unit r,¡as sÍgnificantly related

to the availabílity of a private outdoor space to Ëhe dwellíng a

subject had occupied the longest ({ = .360, p<.01). Once more,

thÍs correlation probably reflects a similarity between past. and

present resídenËial envirorunenËs.

Past prÍvaËe space. The availabilíty of a private outdoor space

to Ëhe dwellíng a subject had lj-ved in longest vras signficantly re-

lated to both cultural classificarÍon (f = .734, g<.001) and the

scores for Ëhe public setring crowding threshold (!Ui= .287, y=.026).

Canadians r¡/ere more likely Ëhan chinese to report the availabiliËy
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of a private outdoor space Èo the dwelling unit they had occupied

longest and Ëhe availability of such a space in the past Ì,zas re-

l-ated to lor,rer scores on the crbwding threshold measure for the

public setting"

Typicality. The subjectrs self-raËing of how typical the

dwelling uniË he occupied longest was of those in the irnmediate

neighborhood was direcÈly related Ëo boËh the cror¡rdÍng threshold

= *.303, P-= "019). Dwellings ratêd by--their

of those in the ironediate neighborhood Ëended

lower crowdíng threshold scores. The con-

these two varj.ables, however, is not intuitively

scores for Èhe public setËing (å¡, = *.374, p=.003) and for Ëhe

prívate seËting (r-.,'--îDl-

occupants as typical

to be associated with

ceptual 1ínk betsr+een

obvious.

CulËure. The cultural classification of the subjecË was sig-

n-ificantly related Ëo crowding threshold scores for public seÈtings

r-." = +.385, P=.002), a findÍ-ng already attrÍbuted above Ëo an-?Þa

Ínteraction of Culture and SeËËing factors Ëhe former of r¡hich is

probably confounded wíth the effecÈs of past residential densÍty.

Already discussed above are the significanË relationships between

culËure, pasË room density and present room densiËy.

Private set.ting scores. Scores on the crowding threshold

neasure for Ëhe private setting r¡ere direcËly relat,ed Ëo scores

for the publíc seËting (r = *.7I4, y=.0001) suggesting that per-

sons having a relatively high threshold in one setting would mani-

.fesË a sirnilarly high threshold in other settings.
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Responses to open-ended ítems. Responses to the open-ended iterns

of the post-experimental questionnaire are sunularized in Appendix B.

Ansr¿ers Ëo question four ("i.rrhen you were puttíng figures into the

rpublíc lounge areat, what sorË of place did you imagine Èhe rpublic

lounge areat to be?"), Irere highly varj-able and showed no recognizable

pattern" Replies ranged from staËement.s which ri/ere as vague as "a

lounge", "a place full of people doing varÍous thingstt Ëo images

r¿hich must have carried a high degree of sharpness for Ëhe subjecË,

ê.g., t'City Hal1 of Hong Kong", "Inlest lounge of Tache Ha1l duríng a

parËyrr. There r¡ras no clear cuÈ tendency one !,ray or the other to vis-

ualize a specifÍc, vivid and real setting versus maintainíng a vague

ttseËtt for some nondescript trpublic placett.

Quest.ion five aËtenpted to probe the ar¿areness of the subject

regarding what urighË be the general experímental hypotheses under

test ('o[trhaË do you think was the goal of Ëhís research?"). NaÈurally,

replies to such quesËions show varyíng degrees of creativiËy. Five

subjects made statements which revealed a signíficanË understanding

of one or more of the research objectÍveq and the influence of subject

expectancy effecËs upon their performances canriot be ruled out. The

remaÍning 55 subjects gave responses r,rhich revealed no substantial

understanding of the hypoËheses beyond whaË r,rould be accessible to

them in the information whích had already been supplied by the ex-

periment,er during Ëhe recruitment process and in the experimental

insËrucËions themselves.
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Question six ("Hor.r do you think the experimenËer expecÈed you to

behave j-n this experiment.?") probed the subjectsr perceptions of the

experímenÈerrs expectations for.their behavíor. A conmon response

r¡as the belíef on Ëhe part of tne subSects thaÈ the experimenter ex-

pected them to betthonesttt,ttnaturaltt, or ttto express my true feelingstt.

Other subjects used this item Ëo elaborate on theír guesses concerning

Èhe experimental hypoÈheses, Í.e., what the experimenËer was trying

to discover phrased j-n t,erms of an expectaËion. No consisLent patt,ern

of perceived expectaËíons emerged from the cosunenËs which night have

scewed the experimental results. Two Chinese subjeets said they Èhought

the experj-menter expected them to place uore figures in the publie

lounge than in the prívate setÈing, but two other Chinese subjects

reported perceiving the reverse expectation. Seven Canadians Èhought

more figures should be placed ín the lounge r¿hereas one Canadian

thought more figures belonged in the private setting. IÈ is doubËful,

hov¡ever, that these perceptíons exerted much influence on the results

because of the small numbers ínvolved and the inconsisËenË Dattern of

perceived expectaËíons.

Questíon seven ("I^Ias Ëhere anything'in the experimenËal procedures

r¿hich made you feel ernbarrassed, upseË or anxious?") was included as

a safeguard to deLecË any subjecË who, by some remoËe chance, exPer-

ienced aversive or negative feelings during the experiment. This was

considered ethically necessary to intercept, these subjecËs for immediate

debrÍefíng. Fifty-one of the síxty subjects used in'the study reporËed
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no discomfort at all which wás to be expecËed from such an innocuous

procedure. The remaíning níne subjects reported mild uneasíness

which they attribuËed Ëo the novelty of participation in an experí-

menÈ or (ín three cases) Èo their arüareness of being observed Ëhrough

an observation r¿indor^r

An overall impression r¡hích can be gleaned from the open-ended

responses ís the inËerest.ing fact thaÈ vüith only one exception, when

subjects referred Èo the fígures or the model rooms in their v¡rÍtten

responses, they are invariabl-y referred to as ttpeoplett and ttroomstt.

This tendency hints at the possíbílity that Èhe sínulatíon techníque

r.ras realistic enough to elicit sufficienË empathy and imaginaËíve

parÈícipaÈion to mask the perception of the figures as "litËle rnrooden

sticks" and render them ínsËead as "people" in references used in

unguarded conversation.

Díscussíon

Hvpothesis 1: The effecË of present residenËial density on crowding

thteshold.

The first hypoÈhesis which was tested in this study r¿as the

assertion Ëhat, persons experiencing relat,i-vely hígh 1evels of res-

ídential densíty r¡ould display higher thresholds for Ëhe percepËion

of crowding Ëhan persons experíencing relatively low levels of

densiËy in Ëheir present residenËial envirorimenLs. The results of

the urajor analysis which crossed CulËure wiËh PresenÈ Resídentíal

Densíry and SetËing did not
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provide supporË for this assertion. The absence of a significant

main effect for Present Residential Density (F (1,56) = I.43, P-=

"237) poinË- Èo the conclusion that this factor plays a relatively

little parË in deËermining crorvdíng thresholds.

Ilypothesis 2: The effecË of enculturation on crowding Ëhreshold.

The second hypothesís consisted of the expectaËion Ëhat íf en-

culturaËion played a major role in determining crowding thresholds'

differences would be expected in the measured crovrding thresholds

for subjects wíth the same exposure experience Ëo residentÍal densiÈy

buË who came from different cultural backgrounds. The results of

the major analysís which crossed CulÈure with Present Residential

Density and Setting seemed Ëo provide suPPorË for this hypothesis

with the appearance of a main effecÈ for Culture (I (1156) = 6.42,

p = "014). Thís apparent effect. of Culture is, however, epheureral.

When Past Residential Density \¡las controlled by neans of maËching

subjects on this variable ín the minor analysís which crossed

CulÈure wíth Setting, the main effect for CulÈure disappeared (g

(1,43) = 1.05, p = .310). In Ëhis subsequenÈ analysis, Culture is

a signifÍcant determinant of crowding threshold scores only r¡hen ÍË

ÍnteracËs wiËh anoËher varíable, in this case Setting.

This patÊern of resulËs suggests that enculturation per se

is a variable of questionable signifícance when its effecËs upon

crowdíng threshold are considered in ísolation from other influences.

Indeed, sinee the effecË of cont,rolling PasË Residential DensiËy

;
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was the disappearance of the main effect for Culture, it is tempting

Èo conclude that Culture and Past Residential Density are confounded.

Variables which are confounded should also be híghly correlated and

the PoinË, Bi-seri-al Correlation beLween Cul-ture and Past Residential

Density was determined to O. ån, = *.577, P-x.0001. In líght of

these fíndings, differences which have been atËributed to cultural

factors by ethnographers mus¡ no\,r be reconsídered as possible Ín-

stances rrihereín culËural differences have been confounded \triËh dif-

ferences due to adaptaÈion effects. In fact, Èhe field studies of

Anderson (I97Ð and Mitchell ( I972) which s¡¡mined Chinese populations

were conducted in urban setËings which, not unexpecÈedly, confound

culture with environmenËal adapËation effecËs. trIhen these factors

are neasured separately and Ëheir respective ínfluences are indep-

endently assessed, Culture aPpears to be l,argely irrelevanÈ as an

explanatory construcË for crowdíng Ëhreshol-d differences.

Unfortunately, any conclusions whích might be draçrn regardíng

the effects of Past ResidenÈia1 Density on cror¿ding thresholds can

only be speculatíve. trIhen this factor is controlled by means of

matching, thê main:leffect for.Culture drops orrt.. This provídes

indirect support for the notíon that Past ResidenËial Densíty nay

be a significanË determinate of crowding thresholds. Additional

indÍrecË evidence of the importance of hístorÍcal ínfluences in

shaping crowding threshold level can be found in the facË that thrzee

insËances of signíficant correlaËion between historical factors and
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crowding threshold scores r,¡ere observed in the post-hoc analysis

r"rhereas only one signíficant correlation emerged between crowding

threshold scores and variables which characterized the contemporary

residential environment of the subjecËs. I,ihile Ëhese results do

not provide conclusive evidence of a Past Residential Density effect

on crowding threshold, they are ful1y consisËent with what would

be expecËed if an adaptation mechanism \¡Iere operaËive in the per-

ception of crowding as is the ease in many other domains of per-

cepËual and social behavior.

HypoÈhesis 3: The effect of setting differences on crowding Ëhreshold.

FÍna11y, ít was hypoËhesized that sítuatíonal differences in

crowding thresholds would be observed across cultures and adapËat-

íon hisÈories. This hypothesis found subsËantial support in the

results of a sígnifícant main effect for Setting. BoËh Chinese and

Canadian subjects, regardless of Ëireir past or present. residenËÍal

envíronments, discriminaËe public versus private seËtings as being

cror¿ded vrith different absolute numbers of people presenË. Both

Chinese and Canadian subjecËs Ëended to place aore figures in Ëhe

public seËting than in Ëhe private one.

The potent effecË of sítuaËional differences in cietermining

crowding thresholds has been demonst.rated in the pasË by other re-

searchers ín a manner consisËenÉ with the,present fiudings (Desog,

1972; Cohen et al., L975). Cohen et al. determined thaË 697" of.

of the varíance Ín fígure placements could be attributed to the
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joint influence of acquaíntanceship, activÍty defíniËion and 1evel

of ínteraction to be assumed for the settings being tesËed, i.e.,

to .various factors which definJ the setting in question. Thus, the

effect attributable to dífferences in SetËing found in the present

sÈudy are in accord with exisEing findings.

Conclusíons from the post-hoc analysís.

The analysís of the post-hoc measures can probably be most

constructively surmnarized in terms of an adaptation interpreËaÈion

of crowding perception. StaÈisËically sígnificant correlations

euerged which show (a) thaL as past room densiLy increases, the

crowding threshold for both public and privaËe settÍngs Èends to

decrease; (b) that for subjecËs who reporËed having access to private

outdoor spaces in the pasÈ, crowdÍ-ng thresholds r¡/ere lower (as ivell

as a near significant correlation in Ëhe same direction for prívaËe

setting threshold, åUi = *.223, P-=.087); (c) for subjects who

reported thaË their dwellings T¡rere typical of Ëhose in Ëhe imrediaËe

neighborhood, thresholds were lor^rer for both public and prÍvaËe

settingg and (d) another near sígnificant correlation (I = * .227,

p = .081) suggesting thaË low pasË in-dwe11ing density lras directly

relaÈed Ëo a low threshold for private setËings. Talcen Eogether

these correlations depict a Population which has a history of rel-

atively many roons per dwelling, access to privaËe. outdoor sPaces'

whose dwellings Ëended to be located in hornogenous neighborhoods

of dwellÍngs of which the dwelling of the subject I,Ias a typíeal
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instance, and r¿ho líved with relatívely few other persons per

drvelling unit. Subjects drar"m from thís population displayed a

relatively lower threshold for crowding in both public and prívate

settíngs Èhan their counËerparts who reported a corlverse hÍstory.

The historicity of these findings is logically concordant with

an adapÈaÈíon thecry of the formation of crowding threshold since

the duraÈion of exposure Ëo a stimulus is ah"rays a critÍcal dimen-

sion ín adapËation effects. It is therefore reasonable to suppose

that Ëhose stimulus conditions Èo which a person had been exposed

longest should have the greatesÈ ínfluence in shaping perceptual

responses. The pattern of result.s obËained in this study are largely

in aecord with such a view.

This ÍnterpretaËíon- of the resulÈs is furËher strengÈhened

by the observation Ëhat, only one variable whích characterízed the

subjects I present residentÍal environrnents was signíficantly re-

lated to crowding thTeshold scores, namely, presenË room density.

The l-ower the present room densiry (í.e., Ëhe fewer the number of

rooms in the subjectrs presenË dwe11íng unit) the hígher hís crov¡d-

ing threshold for public setËings (r = -.3O2, y=.0i9) and also,

Lhe higher his threshold for prívate seËtings, alÈhough this re-

lationship did not attain sËatistical- signíficance (r = - .227 ' y =

"081). I,rlhile this bít of evídence is ínconsistent vriÈh Èhe assert-

ion thaË past environmental conditions are prepoËent over present

conditions, it ís neverËheless fully consistent \,IiËh a uodel of

Èrowding pereeptíon wherein adaptation Ëo envíronmental condiÈions

(past as wel-l as present) is a significanË determinanË of crowding
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threshold "

General conclusions.

. Clearly, there is much potentÍal for future research in the

dÍrecËions already demarcated by Ëhe present Í-nvesÈigaÈion. The

findings reported above are not as conclusive as one might wish,

especially in the absence of Canadian subjects with past histories of

hígh residential density. In view of this fact, a replication of

the present research is indicated, possibly using different populat-

ions (e.g., Oriental- and European) which would insure ample subjecËs

Èo fíll all cells "

Even though the results are suggestíve rather than conclusíve,

some of the irnplicatíons are interesti.Dg. Culture is frequenËly re-

ferred to, w-ithout proof, as a major formative ínfluence in many

classes of behavíor. Yet. at leasË one instance seefils to have

been found vrhere culture rnay be confounded with another factor,

namely, adaptatÍon, which accounts for more variance. The question

nay nord be put, in how many other instances is-behavior-aËtríb.uted

to cultural deternírian,ts when in facË it is shaped by wholJ-y oÈher

forces?

If adaptation eventually proves to be as sígnif.icant an in-

fluence as the presenË ínvestigaËion suggesËs, other research

problens require aËtenËion. For example, whaÈ is the time course

of the format,ion of thÍs adaptaËíon response? Is there a critical-

period¡ sây in childhood, when adapLatíon to crowding is mosÈ likely

to form? Or is adapËaËion to density líke any other adaptatíon

28
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process, forming aË about the àame rate throughouË life? I{hat facËors

poËentiate adaptation to density? Can persons be found who sensit.ize

raËher than adapt to density and what will be Ëhe consequences to

such persons in the heavíly urbanízed civilizaËíon of the future?

Alternatively, it may be that adaptatíon to density is simply

irrelevanÈ to its behavioral consequences as is suggested by Ëhe

rsork of Glass & Singer (1972) " Perhaps high populaÈíon density is

jusË one nore stressful environmental factor to which measurable

adapt.ation of perception and response can be demonstrated buË

which produces íËs affective and behavÍoral afÈereffects regardless

of the adapt.ation which has occurred.

Fina|ly, if the perception of crowding can be shorn¡n to exhíbit

true adaptatíon effecËs, can sirnilar parallels to other perceptual

processes also be demonstrated? For instance, ís there a poqler

functÍon beÈr¿een socÍa1 or spatial density measures and perceived

crowdíng? Can contrast effects be shovm wherein ratings of the

'crowdedness of various settings can be related to imredíaÈely príor

conditíons and/or perceptions of Ëhe surrounding environment? What

relat,ionships exist between these p.t".ptrr"l phenomena as observed

at the room level for símulated setÈings and full scale, real

settings and ttmacrott urban environmenÈs?

I,[hí]-e all of these questions are fascinating and will undoubted-

ly reeeive research attention at. some time, the fíndings of the

presenË study must be kept in context. In spite of the diffículties

which attend cross cultural reasearch, the findings do suggesË thaL
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sítuaËiona1 (Setting) factors ana aaaptation effecËs ínfluence Ëhe

Desor neasure of crowdíng threshold. Qualifíed by the validíty of

the Desor procedure, Èhese results are suggesÈive only of issues

which requíre further aÈÈent,ion. ¡l".r"rthe1ess, they do point Ëo

the problems r,rhich must be addressed.
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A Review of Research on the PerceÞtion of Crowding

Historical Background and Definitions

It has been a perennial -observation among those who comment on

human affairs that special things happen to people when they aggreg-

ate in large numbers. Plato provides the first record of philosoph-

ical speculation regarding Ehe effects of crowding on human affairs,

though it can hardly be maintained that he was rhe first person ever

Èo consider the matter. In any case, for Plato, the crowd and the

mob vsere synonymous ideas. He distrusted large congregations of

people believing that ín their col1ecËíve enthusiasms individual

rationality and moral integrity rÀ/ere sacrificed Eo the blind, amoral

írrationality of the herd. It is not difficult, then, to sympath-

íze with Plato's disËrust of democracy whÍch he viewed as only a

minute improvement on anarchy.

In the cenÈuries which followed the Greek philosophers, spec-

ulation concerning crowd psychology vras usually handled as a paren-

Ëhetical aside to systems of political philosophy, Platots distrust

of the mob being frequently re-echoed but little elaborated by sub-

sequent authors.

Le Bon (1895) was the first person to attempt to.construct an

explanat.ory model of crowd behavior. Accepting without question

the hoary assumption that crowding releases essentially destructive

tendencies in human behavior, Le Bon tried. Ëo explain this is terms

of an hysterical splitting of personality which rendered individuals
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especially susceptible to suggestion. Having relinquished reason to

the collective wi1l, Le Bon argued that crowds were inherently in-

capable of critical thought being inclined insÈead toward unreflect-

ive action motivated especially by vivid, image-like ideas. Thus,

crowding had the effect of dissoci"tirrg the individual personality

and rendering it vulnerable to suggestion by the demagogue.

Posit.ions sÍmilar t.o Le Bon's were developred by his contempor-

aríes (e. g. , Sighele, 1895; Sidis, 1898) as weÏ.ll as subsequent authors

who adopËed his biases (".g., Ross, 1908; Marti.n, I92O). The later

writers, however, had absorbed a somer¿hat. nore analytic perspective

on crowd phenomena. The source of the violent and antisocial im-

pulses which were viewed as the dominant motivãting factors in crowd

behavior could be readilv identified with Ehe reÞressed contents of

a bestial unconscious. The dissociation fosEere'd by Ehe crowd, whíle

Ëhen rendering a person more suggesÈible, Eended; also to facilítate

his identificaLion with the demagogue and províde a social contexL

whereín people could safely "go crazy t.ogether'u. But it was Freud

(I92L) who most stressed the dual role of suggestion and identific-

at.ion to account for the non-rational behavior of crowds.

This short and admittedly sketchy introducËion to th,e history

of itcrowd psychology" has been undertaken to ênucidate the context

in which nnrch modern research on crowding has appeared. There is a

Eraditional bias in I'Iestern intellectual t.radiËÍ.on which views crowd-

ing as an essentially dangerous, negative and ,aversive condition for

humans to experience. Whether this bias has grown up from a lengthy
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ít is merely a hold-over from the elirist snobbery of intellectuals

for the "masses" still remains open to questíon. rt may be that such

a bias has developed primrtiiy from individual phirosophical spec-

ulations rather than empirical observation. Nevertheless, it has

come to be one of the fundamental operating assumptions v¡hich guides

both the selection of research problems and interpretation of results

even among contemporary investigators. Freedman (1975) has rightly

observed that the assertion thaE crowding always and invariably has

negative effects on people is a bias, not a fact, and as such is a

matter open to empiricar inquiry. Yet, while several authors had

acknowledged the validity of Freedmanrs argument, most major theories

of the psychology and perceptíon of crowding forrm:late these phenom-

ena in terms of stress and other construcEs of pathogenesis. while

Ehe effects of crowding on humans roay indeed be negatíve and the in-

Ëel1èctua1 tradiËion may be reflecting somethíng about human behav-

ior which ís true rather than simply rraditional, it is sti1l useful

to be sensitive to the intellectual climate which has given rise to

modern crowding research.

The decade of the 1950s witnessed three developments which were

to be of major significance to research on crowding in the decades

which fo1lowed. Firsr, Hans selye (L956) formulated his rheory of

the relation between stress and physiological parhology. This theory

\das soon adopËed and generaLLzed to social and psychologícal path-

ologies by writers in the social sciences as well.

I
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Second, there vras an increase ín all sorts of scientific act-

ivity during and after World tr^Iar II, some of this in field ecology.

l,ltrole populations of wild animals were being studied in their naE-

ural setEings and statistical methods vrere being applied to the

analysis of population dynamics in naturally occurring animal groups.

Christian (1956) was the first to review a long standing but sparse

literature on the phenomenon of "population crashes'r wherein large

range populations of a given species would increase steadily over

tíue followed by a sudden and catastrophic "die-off". lühen this

pattern of population growth and decline could not be explained by

factors of nutrition, predation or epidemic, Christian suggested

that it could be explained in terms of stress reactions. His sub-

seguenÈ laboratory studies provided convincing support for this

hypothesis since freely growing laboratory coloníes of mice showed

all the physiological indications of death from stress-related syn-

dromes v¿hen the population crash phenomenon rnras studied under con-

trolled conditions. These findings also agreed with histological

studies of specimens collected from field populations of animals

which were in the catastrophic die-off phase of their demographic

cyê1es.

Finally, also in the decade of 1950s, the world became ahlare

of two factors which were increasing the densities of human settle-

ments dramatically. ïmproved medical care had reduced infant mor-

tality to the point where high raEes of absoluEe population growth

were being recorded. More importanË, however, was the great in-
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f'trux of rural populations to. urban areas ín the industriaLized

countries (a migration which is presently also occurring in lesser

developed nations). The combination of these two factors promised

large urban populations living in high densities for the near fut-

ure and ít became cortrnon to believe thaË the resulÈs of ChrisËianrs

work would have implications for human populations as we11.

These fears gave rise to a number of studies which attempted

to relate all sorts of social and psychological pathologies to high

levels of population density (Baldassare, L975; BooËh & Cowel1, L976;

Booth & Edwards, L976; Booth & Johnson, 1975; Calhoun, L962; Cappon,

l97I; Cassel, L972; Ga11e, Grove & McPherson, L972; Harburg, Erfurt,

HauensEein, Chape, Schu11 & Schork, 1973; Harbu¡g, Schu11, Erfurt &

Schork, 1970; Marsel-la, Escudero & Gordon, L97O; McCarehy, Ga11e,

Omer & Zimnern, I9751, MiËchell, l97l; Moore, I976; I,lebb & Collette,

1975; and numerous others). Some of this research was rather poorly

cont.rolled and ruuch was inconclusive. The etiologies of almost all

social iIIs tend to be nn¡ltidimensional and the attribution of path-

ology to single factors such as crowding is a dubious endeavor. In

addit,ion, studies of social pathologies and density are necessarily

post hoc correlational efforts whích leave the reader 1itÊ1e wiser

regarding relationships of causation and consequences.

A major positive outcome from the above research had been an

enhanced appreciaÈion for the complexity of high density phenomena

for human populations. The failure of cofrelaËional sEudies to show
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any conclusive relaEionship between high population densities and

pathology for human co¡ffrunit.ies 1ed to the recognition that high

density and crowding were not invariably synon)rmous. I,Ihen research

on crowdíng shifÈed from the-sËudy of animal populations to human

groups, theoretical forr¡n:lations and research endeavors of the late

1960s and early 1970s began to articulate a distinction between

density, measured as the number of people (organisms) per unit area,

and crowding, which especially for humans, \¡ras an entirely differ-

ent phenomenon. Furthermore, Ehe psychological research on socía1

facilitation (Zajonc, 1965) clearly indicaËed Ehat density itself

had to be distinguished operationally from group size. The often

quoÈed early studies of Christian (1956) and Calhoun (L962, 1966)

can be seen in retrospect to yeild uninterpretable results since

both studies completely confound density with group size. This

particular distincËion was a recurrent meËhodological flar¿ in early

studies of the effects of crowding on humans (Loo, L973) and con-

tinues to appear from time to time in field studies of crowding.

Stokols, Ra11, Pinner & Schopler (L973) attributed the conflict-

ing views of researchers regarding the effects of crowding to im-

precise definition. The author" trr,r"O that density is an essent-

ially objective measure of the number of organisms in a bounded

area whereas crowding is a subjective syndrome of stress resuLting

from a disparity between onets supply of space and one's demand

for space. Stokols et a1. further argued that both environmental
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and personal attributes determine onet s need for space. The Stokols

:f "t. 
paper served to sharpen the distinction b,etween.densily:.as:,a

physical state and crowding as a psychologícal event. It can also

be seen that crowdins is viewed in situational rather than absolute

terms" Depending upon onetsttdemand for space*n one and the same pop-

ulation densíty may be perceived as crowded or not.

In another paper, Stokols (1973) also disûínguished betr¿een

crowding at the "micrott 1eve1 involving indivift¡rals and/or smal1

groups in highly lirnited Lerritories interacÈínrg, for brief periods

and t?macrorrlevel crowding wherein large numbers of people are ex-

posed t.o experiences of crowding over long peri.ods. Most research,

Stokols notes, concerns micro level crowdíng phenomena although the

principles discovered at this leve1 may not applly directly to macro

1evel phenomena. Unfortunately, this distinctÌlor;¡. has received re1-

atively 1itt1e attention in subsequent literaÈure, perhaps because

Stokols himself is rather vague on exactly whalt meËhods can be used

to measure the ímpact of long term cror,¡ding on llarge populations.

This criticism is especially pointed when it is recalled how singular-

ly difficult the demographic studies of urban 1Dathologies turned

out to be and how equivocal their r"",rra".

Rapoport (1975) advanced the Eheoretical årticulaËion of

crowding studies by asserting that density defívr'ed as population

per unit area T¡ras of no psychological interest at all. He distinguished

density per se from what he termed ttaffective densityrr or the exper-

ience of feeling crowded. Changes in affecti'ræ densíty vrere atËríbuted
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to perceptual processes rath_er than some automatic or stereoËypic

Tesponse to the mere presence of others. For Rapoport, density

alone could not be a good predictor of human behavior because the

percepËion of crowding was mãdiated .by such factors as (r) dif-

ferences in response due to situational variables, (b) previous

adaptation and (") social organLzation factors such as the clarity

and stability of sæ ial dominance hierarchies which might dictate

the use of space. Affectíve density (the experience of crowding)

rested upon the affective appraisaL of a perceived population den-

sity as unfavourable, aversive or unconErollable. The perception

of affective density was thus viewed as a judgement based upon the

assessmenË of certain environmental cues. The critical dimension

of perceptual function along which isolaËion, density and crowding

could be distinguished $ras the rate of information processíng, a

notÍon already suggested some years before by Milgram (1970). Thus,

high affective density was 1ike1y to be perceived in environments

which were complex, novel, heterogenous and high in demand qualitíes

(". g. , setting demanding social inËeracËion) when this was perceived

together with the evaluation thaË the setEíng $ras unwanted, uncon-

tro1lab1e, Lhreatening or inescapable.

Rapoportr s work served to frame the psychoLogy of crowding as

essentíally a problem in perception and attribution. The task for

psychology vlas then considered to consist of thç elucídation of

exactly which factors vTere most salienË as ttcues" Ëo the perception
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trast effects which mighE account for individual differences in

perceptions of crowdíng and responses to it. It is also useful to

note that Rapoport proposes ã titt¿ of double component theory of

crowding which involves first a perceptual-cognitive judgment. that

one is experiencing a high rate of information processing followed

by a negative affective response to this judguent.. IË is, then,

theoretically possible for a person to perceive high population

densiÈies without thereby experíencing a subjective stat.e of crowding.

This particular model has received more elaboration in the work of

Choi, Mirjafari & Weaver (L976) though their contríbutions do not

involve significant substantive departures froro Rapoport' s position.

A number of empirical studies Eo be disc¡¡ssed below have in-

directly refuted the details of Rapoport's model by showing that

humans respond to t\¡ro distinct species of perceived density and

Èhat. these responses are often behaviorally distinct. Baum & Koman

(L976) provide a lucid explanation of the distinction bet\,üeen per-

ceÍved spatial densiËy and perceived social density, the combinat.ion

of which often determine the perceptio: of irowding. Spatial den-

sity is ofÈen perceived as spatial inadequaey, crampedness, behav-

ioral restraint andlor encroachment upon onets personal space by

undesired others. Perceptions of spaEial deasity can be modulated

by eharacteristics of the physical setting v¡fuich alter perceptions

of available space (e.g., roosr colour, room brightness, openness).

Responses to increased spatial densiEies include increased arousal,
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stress and adoption of behaviors suited to goali att.ainment in small

spaces. In ma1es, increased spatial density bars been associat.ed

with heightened feelings of aggression while foin fernales, Ehe usual

affectÍve response is toward'more positive evalluations of others and

the physical surroundings together with increas;ed affiliative behavíor.

Social density is characterized by frequmt social interact.ion

with large numbers of oËher peopl-e. I.Ihile the sexes perceive both

sPatÍ41 and social densiËy similarly, their af,fecËive and behavioral

responses to them vary. The usual way of rnanigrulating social den-,

sity is to alter group size or vary t,he raËe of interaction whereas

spatial density can be changed by manipulating rioorn (space) size.

The distinction between social and spaEí-an density is central

to most recent research on Ehe perception of ,crowding. The issue

has been developed here in some deËai1 because it bears direcÈly on

assessment of the meaningfulness of research fi_ndings. It is not.

uncortroon for an investigator t.o confound socíall and spatial density

either at the leve1 of experi-nental manipulatÍon, measuremenE or

ínterpretation. It is also cornrnon to encounËs studies whích use

one species of densiEy as an independent variab,tre while addressing

Ëhe other as a dependent varíable. WhLn sp"tda,l density is manipulated

and then a measure is taken which actualLy ta'ps dimensions of social

density the interpretation of results becomes li.ess obvious t.han one

night assume.

An additional consideration involves the fact that while more

recent research is careful to manipulate spatifll and social density

separately, the Ë\^ro factors are almost ah^rays oompletely confounded
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in natural settings. It is a rare room which can gror¡r as additional

people enter (although there do exist movable partitions which do

not make this idea wholly fantastic) thus hording spatial density

constant while increasing group síze. rt is also often Ë.he case

that even with groups of constant size (theoretically constant soc-

ial density) increases in spatial density may affect some measures

of social interaction, Ehus indicating a kínd of ',spil1-over' effect

froro spatial density manipulations to social interaction behaviors.

rn this sense, spatial and social density manipulations are only

parEíally separable.

Despite these impediments to ecological validity, the contribut-

ions discussed above have increased the precision with which studies

of human crowding phenomena are now executed. They have also

sharpened the development of research hypotheses by increasíng

aÌ{areness of the complexity of human percept-ions of crowding. To-

Sether with these theoretical and methodologícal fornmlations, the

increased interest in crowdíng effects on humans has initiated a

considerable growth in research activity on Ëhe perception of

crowding per se and it now receives treatmenË as a 'rlegíËimaËe'

subject of psychological inquiry apart irom the earlier sEudies of

animals and the socÍo1ogical studies of epidemiology.

The Psrception of Spatial Densitv and Spatial Extent

one approach to the study of the percepËion of crowding has

started from the contrnon sense observation that crowding is often

felt in situations where too many people occupy too little space.
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Some studies have concentrated on determíning whích variables med-

iate the perception of spatial extent, i. u. , the perceived capac-

ity of space to accomodate people whereas other studies have con-

centrat,ed on the physico-spatial variables which mediate social

interaction ítse1f

The main theoretical conception which underpins many of the

studies of spatial exËent r^7as proposed by Milgram (1970) in the

construct of information overload. Milgram was seeking a theoret-

ícal notion which would account for the psychological and experient-

al difference between the ambíence of cities and the ambience of

rural areas and smalL Ë.ovrns. Furthermore, rather startling behav-

ioral differences had been observed between urban dwellers and rural

residents the most dramatic example of which was by-s¡ander apathy.

Èlilgram speculated that many of the worsË features of urban 1ife,

iËs anonymity, impersonality, the dominance of inscitutional and

bureaucratic forms of encounter, by-stander apathy, the ubiquity of

scheduled and highly structured styles of interaction, could all be

accounted for in terms of adaptational responses to a surfeit of

informatíon inputs. According to this view, as more people come to

occupy a smaller physical space trre prolability of both posítive

and negative interaction increases dramaEically. Both in terms of

positive goal attainment and avoidance of punishing and/or negative

encounters, more ttmessagestt from the physico-social- environment nust

be processed per uniË time. BuË in urban settings the influx of

informaËion is so great Ëhat it threatens to overload the svstem

in a chaos of contradictory and inconsistent messages.l"Jh-ê.ii:

êtt'''-
il
Tt í]l i''*il'l
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to this dysfunctional sta.te of affairs is the adoption of a variety 
_

of social and behavioral strategies which serve to moderate the num-

ber and type of messages which require aËtention. Among these strat-

egies Milgram suggested (") lhe allocation of less time to each in-

put which has the effect of accêlerating and "superficializing"

interaction, (b) disregard of low priority items which takes the

form of decreased concern with the lives of other people, (c) re-

drawing of the boundaries in socíal exchanges so as to shift burdens

of responsibility as when strangers and newcomers t.o a city are no

longer welcomed by the cornmunity but must bear the responsbility

themselves for injecting themselves into iË, (d) reception of mes-

sages may be blocked entirely as when people, unwilling to 'get in-

vol-ved", ignore the derelict and impoverished members of their own

conrnunity, (e) reduction of the inËensity of inputs by the use of

filtering mechanisms such as unlisted telephone numbers and appoint-

ment schedules which disperse inputs over time, (f) creation of

specialized instiËutions to deal with certain kinds of inputs as

when socÍal welfare agencies are established to deal with the needy,

the derelict and the deviant. These adaptational mechanisms, accord-

ing Ëo Milgram, protect the individual from excessive information

input and províde a logical expranation for many of the behaviors

which can-be comronly observed among urban dwellers.

rnformation overload theory \^7as soon adopted by persons inter-

ested in the perception of crowding. Perhaps iL was such a mechanism

that could account símultaneously for Ëhe arousing and stressful
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characteristics of high densiLy setEings. Two sources of messages

ïÁrere initially thought to-.contríbùte'to the overload condition,

(a) nessages having their source in the social environment, e. g. ,

other people and (b) messag"" "orir,g from the physico-spatial en-

vironment, €.g., complexity, novelEy and heterogeníety of the ciËy-

scaPe. Later, this view was reforrm¡lated such that features of the

physico-spatial environment came to be viewed as a set of factors

which served to regulate rates of interaction and probabílities of

interpersonal contact.

Desor (L972) postulaËed that ít was the overall level of social

stimrlation which controlled human judgments of crowding. she hyp-

othesized that features of the architectural environment which could

be shown Ëo mediate the level of social stirm¡laËion would ín turn

ínfluence perceptions of crowding in a given setting. To test this

hypothesís, Desor constructed scå1e model roouls and human stick

figures which she instructed subjects to place in the rooms under

specífied conditions of social inËeraction and interpersonal re-

lationship. subjects were told to imagine tr¡7o predominantly inter-

active and two predominantly co-actíve _activities for the miniature

rooms, one of each of Ehese activities customarily occurring while

standing and Ëhe other while sítríng. using both male and female

subjects, Desor then manipulated architectural features of her

model rooms and measured the number of figures subjects were willing

to place in these rooms as a function of changing conditions. The

number of figures placed in each room was consÍdered to be the sub-

jectrs "crowding thresholdtt for that situation.
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In her first experiment, Desor hypothesized that the number

and type of partitions in a room would influence crowding threshold

since walls serve to limit social stimulation by effectively block-

ing visual perception of others and interaction with them. This

hypothesis was substantially supported. More figures were placed in

parËitioned spaces of the same overall area than in unpartitioned

spaces. Furthermore, more figures vTere placed in seÈtings where

standing and interactive activities \47ere assumed than in settings

r.¡here either coactive or sitting activities \¡¡ere specif ied. There

vrere no significant sex differences in Ëhese results.

In a second experinent, Desor argued that the observation that

PartiLioning al1ows greater numbers of figures to be accomodated

+¡ith no increase in the level of crowding is the same as to main-

tain that figures can be placed at greater densities in sma1l rooms

without increasing the perceived level of crowding. Thus, if judg-

Eents of crowding were controlled by the amount of space per figure,

Ëhen figures should be placed at equal densities in all rooms. How-

ever, if the overall level of social stinn¡lation v/as the significant

controlling variable, figures should be placed at greater densitíes

in small rooms. By exposing her sub¡ects Eo model rooms of different

sizes, Desor found substantial support for the latter hypothesis

when the amount of access to all rooms being Ëested was the same.

More figures were placed in smaller rooms than in medium or large

rooms before the criterion ttmaximum uncrowdedtt t¿as reached.

Final1y, Desor hypothesízed thar room shape (greater disparity

; of linear dimensions) and amount of access (number of doors per room)

i
I

I

I
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would both influence perceptions of the probability of social inÈer-

action and hence the percepLion of crowding in the setting. To test

these hypotheses, Desor exposed her subjects to rooms of equal area

which varied in shape (square t.o progressively more rectangular) and

number of doors (two versus six) and then measured the number of

figures placed in these rooms. Both of these hypotheses found sup-

port in Desor's results. More figures r¡/ere placed in rectangular

rooEs than in square rooms of the same area and more figures were

accomodated by rooms with two doors than rooms wíth six doors.

irrhile the ecological validity of Desorrs sinn:laËion technique

may be questioned and no studies have yet been reported which est-

ablish validity and reliability parameCers for the technique, its

face and construct va1ídity seem to be sound. Furthermore, her

technique of measuring crowding threshold illustrated clearly the

effect,s of archiüectural parameters whích could logically be ex-

pected to influence percepËions of crowding. The technique has also'

been used in a series of subsequent,. studies all of which wilL be

reviewed below and which have further elaborated Desorrs orisinal

findings.

Solar (1973) adopted a modifíed vårsion of the Desor procedure

Èo Ëest the effects of definition of the situation (already shown

by Desor to be a significant variable), familiarity, rrexternal

densitytt and ttímmediacytt of furniture arrangemen.ts on crorvdÍng

Ehreshold. Three scale model rooms were constructed wherein subjects

were Èold to imagine Lhree different ongoing situations, (a) a party,
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- (b) a waiting room and (") a study room. They were also to assume

either that the other people in the room were fríends or strangers

(familiar versus unfamiliar). In the hígh ttexternal density" con-

dition all three model rooms i"t" "ituatèd in model "environments,,

representing a large city whereas in the low external density con-

ditíon the surrounding model environment depicted a low density suburb.

Finally, the chairs used to furnish the model rooms were either ar-

ranged in a circle so as to maximize potential social interaction

(imurediate furniture arrangement) or side by side so as to minimize

interacLion (non- ímmediate ¿¡¡¿poamont\

Solar's results indicated that more figures were placed in rooms

defined as party settings (i. e. , interactive activit.y) than in set-

tings rrTere people were assumed to be waiting or studying. More figures

were also placed in rooms when they were assumed to be friends than

strangers and more were placed in rooms surrounded by a suburban

sett.ing than when surrounded by an urban settings. This lasE obser-

vation is a mosË interesting one since it suggests that percepEions

of crowding may not be determined entirely by stimuli present in the

immediate setting but that such perceptions are instead partly a

funcËion of a total "gestaltlt which includes the cityscape as well.

Below, a field study by Schmidt & Goldman (1976) will be díscussed

which lends partial support Ëo this view.

Baum & Davis (1976) also employed the Desor technique to test

additional hypotheses formulated on Ëhe basis of informâËion over-

Load theory as well as some intuitive hypotheses regarding spatial
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exte'nt. These invesEigators observed that it i.s a common experi-

ence to perceive rooms which are light in colour to be larger than

rooms which are darker ín colour. Accordingly, they hypothesized

that light coloured rooms would be perceived as larger and therefore

able to accomodate more figures tnan ¿arter rooEos of the same area.

In addition, Baum & Davis agreed with the social overstimulation

model of the perception of crowding. They argued that room decor-

ation schemes which provide alternati.ve, socially acceptable f íxat-

ion points for attention vrould be perceived as less crowded, i. e. ,

they would accomodate more figures than rooms less elaborately dec-

orated" In other words, when a subject began to feel overloaded

with social stinn¡laËion, one r¡ray he might be able to manage this

overload would be to look at paintings on the ln-all or sculptures

on tables if such were available and hence redr¡ee hís 1evè1 of

inËeraction with oÈhers in a socially acceptable fashion.

To test these hypotheses, Baum & Davis coûstructed model rooms

along the lines of those fabrícated by Desor, some rooms painted

light green and others painted dark green. Compl.exity of room dec-

oraEion was manipulated by hanging sma1l paintíngs on the walls

of some rooms while leaving others unadorned. Finally, 80 male and

80 female subjects were asked to imagine eiLher situations involving

social interacEion or non- interaction for the setting they viewed.

The room colour hypothesis was strongly supported, More fig-

ures vTere placed in the light green rooms than in dark green rooms

of Èhe same area. Thus, the perceived spatiatr extent of the setting
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was a sígnificant determinate of crowding perception. The visual

complexity of room decoration, however, produced no effect on Èhe

thresholds of crowding although dark room colour interacted !üiËh

complex room decoration to reduce the perception of crowding for

situations requiring social interaction on1y. Apparently, complex

decoration does very 1ittle to provide the alternate fixation

points necessary Ëo ameliorate social overstimulation. In retro-

spect, this ís not surprising since social interacEion almost

invaríably is the "figure" which appears on Ëhettground" of the

physical setting. Having a nnrch higher demand quality than feat-

ures of the physical environment, iE is noË difficult to understand

why such effects might be swamped by the influence of more poEenË

factors such as the definitíon of the situation. Persons in l^lest-

ern societies who do not al-locate their attenLional resources in

this fashion are early on diagnosed as autistic and exposed to ad-

ditÍonal socialization Dressure to allocate attention to social

contact.s.

Burch (Uote 1) criticized the Baum & Davis study on the grounds

that the room ttcolourrr manipulation actually confounded the notion

of colour with that of brightness, i. e. , one componenE of colour.

Since the hue, saturation and brightness componenËs of any colour

can be specified and manipulated separaËely, Burch performed a study

in which subjects \,rere exposed to nine model rooms, each room rep-

resenËing a controlled combination of Ë.hree l-evel-s of hue (ye1low,

green and blue) and three levels of brightness (light, medium and
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dark) with saturation held consËanË across the nine model rooms.

Consistent r¿ith the Baum & Davis study, it was hypothesized that

brighter rooms would accomodaËe more figures than darker rooms

because they would be perceived as more spacious. In addiËÍon,

the differenËÍal arousal properties of yello\ü versus green and

blue hues were hypothesized to produce differences in the overall

level of arousal and thence via a st,imulation equilíbrating mechan-

lsm to produce a dífference in crowding threshold. If percepËions

of crowdíng l{ere due to oversËimulation, Èhen fewer figures should

be placed in yellow rooms (some studies havíng shown ye1-low Èo be

the mosÈ arousing hue) Ëhan ín green or blue rooms (some sËudíes

having shown Èhese hues Èo be least arousing).

Burchrs results supported the first hypothesis. More figures

were placed in brighter roous than in darker rooms. Furthellnore'

hue differences were also observed but Ëhe reverse of those expeeted.

Significantly more figures were plaeed in yellow roouts than ín blue

or green rooms. While this fínding suggesËed thaË boËh hue and

brightness of inLerior decoration are significanË medÍaÈors of per-

ceptions of spaÈial extenË and crowding, Ëhís effecË is clearly not

operating Lhrough a physiological mechanism. Subjects in Ëhe Burch

study placed uore figures in yellow rooms in a uanner consistent.

wlth Ëhe assocíation value of that hue, i.e., being a happy, excíËing,

vibrant hue, rather than its stimulation value. In other words,

more fÍ-gures l¡Iere plaeed in yellow rooms because a room of such a

hue may have been perceived as "appropriately crowdedrr because such

hues are associated with the presence of many oËher people.
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atternpted in field settings as well as the laboratory. stokols,

smith & Prosror (L975) srudied rhe effecrs of differenr levels of

partitÍoning on perceptions of crowding, self-manipulation (taken

as an índex of behavioral tension) and rat.ings of the seËtíng it-

self. These investigators observed the offices of the California

Department of Mot,or vehicles (DMV) on three separate occasions.

seventeen females and 45 males were observed when (a) the office

was in its normal, unpartitioned condítion, (b) after a 'medium"

1evel of partiËioning r"zas creaËed by setting up standards and rope

barriers forming aisles and (") after a "high" 1evel of partit.ion-

ing was created by installing soli-d, temporary partitions in the

same locations as the rope barriers had been in the previous con-

dition. After subjects had moved through one of these three con-

diLions and completed their business with IÞIV, Ëhey were intercepted

before leaving the office by the experimenters who gave them quest-

ionnaires designed to tap their perceptions of crowding and of the

DI"lv office environment. Furthermore, while standing in line, the

subjectsr behavíor vTas video taped to record self-manipulations of

c1-othing or body as an index of behaviåral tension. stokols eE al.

hypothesized that, consistent with the social overstirm:lation model-

of the perception of crowding, the unparËiEioned room would be per-

ceived as most crowded whereas the fu11y partiEioned office would

be perceived as least crowded. rt was also predicted that subjects

in partitioned setEings would manifest less behavioral tension than

subjects in unpartitioned settings.
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The results of this s¡udy showed significant dífferences on a

number of measures but none of them eonsistent with hypotheses.

There vrere no significanL differences between perceptions of crowd-

ing in partitioned versus non-partitioned settings. Stokols et al.

hasten to inËerpret this non-finding as a refutation of Desor's re-

sults with the effects of partitioning on crowding threshold to

which it bears some resemblance. However, findings which do not

aËtain staËistical significance hardly provide posiEive refutation

of sígníficant findings unless they appear in such quantity as to

clearly indicate the probabilíty that Desor's results \,vere the con-

sequence of Type I error. To dispose of Desor's findings, Stokols

eE al. uust use a highly similar procedure together with measures

of the perception of crowding which a1l-ow valid comparisons between

the results of Lhe two studies. Desor vras measuring the number of

figures placed in each room until that room reached the point where

the subject rnrould judge it to be crowded if one more figure \¡Ias

added. The subjects in rhe Stokols et a1. study vrere not, however,

reporting theír crowding thresholds, on1-y their ratings of the seË-

ting as more or less crowded. It is difficult to understand how

raËings measured on an ordinal scale which lead to non-significant

findings constitute disproof of highly significant findings measured

r¿ith a ratio scale.

The Stokols et a1. results also showed a main effect for be-

havioral tension with more self-manipulatíon occurring in partitioned

spaces and more manipulation being observed in males than among fe-

rnale subjects. There vrere also significant correlations between the
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the perception of crowding ratings, self-ratings of tension and

ratíngs of the office environmenL as stuffy, hot, noisy and sma11.

It seems clear, however, that the self-manipulation variable as

a measure of t'behavioral tensiontt is a dubious one. Since the

partiËions vTere placed in such a fashion as virtually to creaËe

queues in the office, it is not impossible that increases in self-

manipulation were the result of increased privacy rather than be-

havioral tension. Ifíth a solid DartítÍon on both sides of the sub-

ject and those ahead of him in line with their backs Èurned, self-

manipulat.ive behaviors could hardly be considered a startling

finding. Tt certainly cannot be viewed as evidence of behavioral

tension and the Ëendency of males to self-manipulate more Ëhan

females (the finaings of Kinsey asíde) is utterly devoid of theor-

etical significance. Finally, the correlations between perceptions

of crov¡ding and ratings of the office environment as hot, stuffy,

et cetera, casLs some doubt on rnrhat sort of trcrowdingrr Stokols

et al. actually measured. The original- hypothesis concerned an

inforuration overload approach to crowding perception which is pre-

eminantLy a social over stír¡nrlatíon model of crowding. Ilow the

correlaËion of ratings of crowdedness and such environmental para-

meters as heat and air quality are supposed to illuminate the re-

lation between social over stísrulatíon and the perception of soc-

ial density is hard t.o see. Cues such as heat and odour relate

Éo spatial density raÈher Ëhan social densiËy.
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'. Schiffenbauer, Brown, Perry, Shulack &, Zanzola (1977) perform-

ed another field study wherein Ehey hypothesized that dormitory

rooms with equal actual floor area r^rould be perceived as more or '

less crowded depending upon how nn¡ch of this area eTas actually

usable. They also predicted that rooms vrith a more extensive visual

vista (e.g. , rooms located higher in the dormitory building with a

betËer view) and rooms which received more natural light and were

therefore brighter would be perceived as less crowded than rooms of

an opposite description. These hypotheses rdere superficially der-

ivative from those of Baum & Davis (L976) and Burch (Ncite 1).

Seventy-five dormitory residents responded to a questionnaj-re

designed to tap ratings of crowdedness and perceptions of the sPat-

iousness of rooms. ResulEs from the 75 returns indicated that usable

floor space was significantly correlated with both perceived room

size and elevatíon in the building. Interestingly, brighter rooms

were perceived as less crowded but they were not rated as larger

in apparent size. This finding is consistent with those reporÈed

by Burch (Note, l)and Baum & Davis (L976). Also interesting was Ehe

finding that roorrs with more usable floor sPace were rated as

larger buÈ not less crowded than rooms 'with less usable sPace. It

has been such apparenËly paradoxical findings which have 1ed to

Ëhe observaEion that perceived room sizes and perception of spatial

and social densities are essentially unrelated. These findings are

consistent with Desor's results that the amounL of space Per Person

is a less significant determinant of the Perception of crowdíng

Ehan is the number of people present in the setting.
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oration in a naturalistic setting for the laboraEory fíndings of

Solar (1973) that the total environment in which a setting is em-

bedded helps to determine perceptions of crowding for that setting.

Schmidt & Goldman distributed questionnaires to 697 subjects of white,

Black or Chicano populatíons in Riverside, San Bernardino, California.

The quesËionnaires attempted to tap perceptions of crowdíng at the

level of the subjects' homes, neighborhoods and city. The report

of the study does not make clear what type of crowding (spatial

versus social density) Èhe authors were interested in and Ëhe fact

that theír questionnaire contained 83 items which by factor analysis

yeilded 16 different 'tscales". st.rongly suggests that more Ehan one

meaning of "crowd ing" was tapped. It is nevertheless of interest.

to not,e that differences emerged between these ethnic groups ín their

perceptions of crowding.

All respondents tended to perceive crowdíng at the residential

level as a function of t'preferrentíal factors" such as the ability

to obtain privacy when desired. This findíng suggests that across

ethnic groups crowding in a residential setting carries largely

social densíty connotations, i.e., the presence of unwanted, ines-

capable or aversive social stimulat,ion rather than reduced space

per person. However, for Blacks and Chicanos, the evaluation of

residential settings as crowded was influenced by the total urban

gestalt, since they tended to include factors from the neighborhood

and cíty levels of evaluation in ratings of their residences. The

white subjects cognized crowding largely ín terms of psychological
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factors rather than physical (spatía1 density)

thÍs relationship vnas reversed for Blacks and

This study implies both--that 
.persons 

from differing sub-

cultures may select their cues for the percePtion of crowding

from differenl universes of stimuli (spatial versus social den-

sity cues) and also that for many people, Ehe overall urban scene

plays a signífícant role in their perceptions €ven of their home

environments. Such findings are congruent in their logic both

with the observations of Solar (1973) and Milgram (1970).

Two other studies \"rarrant mention in conne'ction with PercepË-

ion of sDatial densiËies. Both the research of Baum &

Greenberg (I975) and Baum & Koman (1976) clearn-y illustrate that

people do not actually have Ëo experience high spatial and social

densiËies for their perceptions of a setËing and their resPonses

in it to be altered. Indeed, the mere anticipation that crowding

is ísmi-nent is sufficient to elicít changes ín perceptíon and be-

havior.

Baum & Greenberg (L975) convinced small grouPs of subjects

that Ëhey were about to be joíned Uy eitter fs,¡ or many others.

The effect of this treatment tended to alter PercePtions of the

experimental room making it seem smaller, hotter, stuffier, et

cetera, altered the behavior of subjects in that Ehey tended to

select more peripheral seat positions to avoid close social contact

and also affected their ratings of the other surbjects (and confed-

erates) in the room.
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Using an identical procedure, Baum & Koman (L976) compared

subjects in large and small rooms who were anticípating the ar-

ríval of either a large or small number of other subjects and

who also anticipaEed either a highly structured or totally un-

structured task session to follow. Ilany interestíng resulEs em-

erged from thís study which will be discussed in detail in the

next section. ÏmportanË here, however, was the finding Ehat an-

ticipated group sÍze interacted wíth room síze such that room

síze influenced the perception of crowding only for subjects ex-

pecting sma11 groups. I^Ihen sma11 groups \¡7ere expected, thÍs in-

creased perceived crowding only for subjecÈs waiEing in sma1l

rooms, i. e., the situatíon which would maxímíze inescapable social

inËeraction. No sex differences were observed in the perception

of crowding with Ehe exception of one t,hree way interaction in-

dÍcating that when small groups \4rere expected in sma1l rooms, men

tended to Þerceive these as more crowded than women.

These two sËudies are significant for several reasons. First,

they illusÈrat.e Ëhat perceptions of spatial density, spatial ex-

Ëent, properties of a physical seEÈing and even behavior ín that

settíng can be markedly influenced by a set of condítions which

do not in fact prevaíl in the setting, namely, the antícipation

of crowding rather than the fact of high density.

Second, both studies illustrate a methodological development

which al1or¿s spatiá1 density and spcíalldensity to be manipulatéd

independenEly and sinnrlEaneously in the same study. It is important
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Èo note, however, that only in studies where crowding is anticip-

ated can this manipulation actually be attempted. Had the anti-

cipated groups actually appeared, group size (social density) and

spatial density would on"" tgrin have been confounded. This fact

leaves open the question regarding how the subjects' responses to

anticipat.ed density might differ from what their responses would

have been to actual variaËions of spatial and social densit.v.

Finally, it is of some inËeresE to note that responses to

increasing spatial density differ from those to increasing social

density with sex differences appearing for the former but not Ëhe

latter. This will be a significant point to keep in mind as stud-

íes of the factors vshich determine the percepÈíon of social density

are reviewed in the next section.

Suunnarizing the research on the perception of spatial density

and spatial extent, it appears that room size and the perceived

capacities of spaces to accomodate people as measured by the Desor

method of crowding threshold assessment are influenced by (a) the

shape of the space being perceived (Desor, 1972), (b) the amount

of access availabl-e in the space (Desor, L972), (") the partition-

ing of the space (Desor, 1972), (d) the ongoing inËeraction to be

assumed for Lhe setting (Baum & Davis, 1976; Desor, L972; Solar,

1973), (") the arrangement and type of furnishings to be found in

the setting (Baum & Davis, 1976; Solar, 1973), (f) room brightness

(Baum & Davis, 1976; Burch, NoËe;:1;Schiffenbauer et al., 1977),
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ting is perceived to be embedded (Schmidt & Goldman, L976; Solar,

1973). Relaced to these findings are additional reports from field

studies and experíments which do not use sinn:lation methods such

as those of Desor (L972). In thís connection it has been learned

that perception of spatial density is influenced by (a) amount of

natural light being receíved by a room (Schiffenbauer et al. , lg77),

(b) the number of other people who are antícipated to arrive in the

setting (Baum & Greenberg, 1975; Baum & Koman, L976).

The PercepËion of Social Densitv

The perception of social density ís pre-emínently a process of

forming a judgment or making an attribution that there are too Eany

people present in a given setting. Clearly, such judgments are

only tenuously related to the actual number of people in the setting

and even more tenuously related Ëo Ehe space available per person

(spatial density). Tt is also intuitively clear that such judgments

are formed on the basis of híghly relativistic criteria which pre-

sumably change in response to a number of situational and relation-

ship variables which govern interpersonal interaction. A consid-

erable number of studies have attenpted'to isolaEe one or more of

the factors which contribute to the formation of such judgments.

There has been an attempt to apply information overload theory

to social density concerns as well as the perception of spatial

density. Again, ít was speculated that excessively high leve1s of

information input from the socía1 environment may provide the
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chief cue for perception of social density. SaegerÈ (f973) pro-

posed a dual component model of the perception of crowding which

attempËed to relate the spatÍal and social aspe'cts of density.

Spatial densiEy, she argued, induces stress and arousal by reduc-

ing Ehe available space and índividual freedom o.f movement within

thaÈ space. Thus, for Saegert, spatial density is synonymous with

behavioral restraint.. Social densiËy, on the ,orther hand, increases

as a .function of group size which effectively íncreases the rrcog-

nitive load" of the situation by multiplying the number of relat-

íonships and the amount of stimulation present-

Using a similar EheoreLical approach, ìlackíntosh, West & Saegert

(1975) performed two field studies of the perce¡rtion of crowding.

They reasoned that if high social densities exgi'o,sed people to in-

formation overload this would precipitate a stress reaction which

would in turn affect measures of cognitive task performance and

emot iona I ity.

In one experiment, volunteer subjects from a university psych-

ology class vrere instructed to obtain prices for a list of differ-

enË styles of shoes being sold in a Manhat.tan departaent sEore.

This task was performed by one group of s.rU¡ecËs when the store

was crowded and by another group when the storie was relatively

empty. After completing the task, subjects $¡ere tested for memory

of the store layout and decoration by drawing a map of the area

where they had just shopped. Measures r^iere alsor taken of affect-

ive variables. It was hypothesized that subjects who experienced

a crowded store would experience more cognitive overload and this
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'would manifest itself ín poorer memory performance on the map

drawing task and also induce more negative affect than for sub-

jects shopping under less crowded conditions. These two hypothe-

ses v¡ere supported by the t"",rla". Subjects shopping in a crowd-

ed sLore drew less accurate and less decailed maps Ëhan Ehose

shopping in an uncrowded setting. Furthermore, subjects reported

more negative affect, frustration, aggressive feelings and feel-

ings of task inadequâcy when the store vTas cro\'ided than when it

was emPEy.

In their second study, Mackintosh et a1. used a similar pro-

cedure but the setting was the Penn Central RaÍlway Station wherein

subjects were given a series óf tasks to perform (e.g., purchasing

a ner¡rspaper, checking a train schedule, eL cetera) when the station

was either crowded or emPty. Measures of itoverloadrr consisted of

the time required to complete each task and the total number of

tasks successfully compleEed. It was hypothesized that subjects

i.n a crowded railway station would experience more disruptive cog-

niËive overload than those in an emPty station and that this would

manifest itself ín impaired task Performance. As in Ëhe previous

sËudy, these hypotheses vTere supported by statistically significant

resul ts.

Numerous methodological and conceptual problems exist in these

two studies. First, spatial and social density were completely

confounded on both occasions. Thus, if oVerload did occur and if

negative affect was indeed generated by the situation, it is
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impossible to ascertain what caused it.

. 
Second, the tasks themselves confound the concept of over-

load with other facEors in the spatio-social environment. There

is no need to attribute the decrement Ín Lask performance ín

crowded settings to a construct as bizarre as overload when it

is clear that the mere presence of other people constitute phys-

ical obstructions which both visually obscure a to-be-remembered

environment and also slow onets movement through it. Feelings

of frustration, task inadequacy and aggression are not surprísing

ürhen one has a task to perform in, a sett.ing which inhibits phys-

ical movement in and vÍsua1 scannins of the environment.

Third, no atÈempt \^Jas made to match subjects before the ex-

periment-'on the basis of their map drawing abilíty and menory

facility. It may also be that crowded settings serve to divert

attention from the physical surroundings to the social activity

in them. Decrements in memory for the physical layout of the store

may thus be due not to overload but to distractíons of attention

from the physical setting.

Sufficient questions could be raised concerning the Mackintosh

et al. study that Burch & I^Ialker (1978). devised a different test

of the overload hypothesis. Volunteer subjects v/ere assigned to

either large or smal1 groups and given cognitive-perceptual signal

detection-type listening tasks to perform. One group of subjects

(the Low Compl-exity group) v¡ere instructed to detect the frequency

of a single word which occurred in a passage of literature being
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read by a tape recorded voice. Another group of subjects performed

a símilar but much more complex task. Two prose passages of equal

length were read simultaneously, one from each channel of a stereo

tape recorder. In this (High Complexity) task subjects were asked

Ëo record the frequencies of three different ¡oords irrespective of

which channel they heard them coming from. It was assumed that

subjects performing the complex task would experience cognitive

over'load while those performing the simple task would noË. It was

hypothesized that this state of overload would differentially in-

fluence feelings of crowdedness in the experimental room which

v¡ere measured by questionnaire.

Burch & I^lalker found that perceptíons of crowding were signif-

ícantly related to group size (social density) as viere feelings of

anxíety measured by the State Anxiety Inventory. However, task

complexity had no effect. on the perception of crowding. Both per-

formance scores and behavioral observations of, subjects in the

high complexity condition cleatly indicated Lhat a condition of

overload had been created, yet this did not iafluence perceptions

of crowding. It was concluded that if, information overload plays

a significant role in the perception of crowdi.ng, the information

source is of central importance because messages from non-social

sources, e.8., a Eape recording, had no impacL on PercePtions of

crowding.

Proshansky, ItËelson & Rivlin (1975) proposed a different

concepËualization of the perception of cror.¡ding. They posit a
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model of hurnan psychology which asserts that people are inherenÈ-

l.y cognizing and goal directed organisms. In the process of at-

tempting to fu1fi1l theír needs, people become involved in ínter-

Actions with the environment ând that in any sítuation, people

wi1-1 organize their environments so that they maximize freedom of

choice. This heavily cognitive conception of human behavior

maintains Ëhat it is the construct of maximization of freedom of

choice which serves to meaningfully relate the notions of privacy,

crowding and territoriality. Presumably, territorial behaviors

are those actions which Secure maximum freedom of movement and

exploitation with resPect to a geographically bounded area I^Thereas

privacy relates to behaviors which control access by others to in-

formation about oneself or to onets time, attention and physical

presence. Crowding is presumably experienced when the presence of

others somehow diminishes one's freedom of choice in a bounded

geographical 1ocale (territorial invasion) or with regard to the

voluntary dissemination of information about oneself or access to

oners physical or psychological presence (invasion of privacy).

.There has been partial empirical suPport provided for such a

view of the perception of social aerrsity. Sherrod (I974) performed

an experiment ín which groups of eight female subjects were exposed

t.o three spatial density manipulations by adjusting the síze of the

experimental room. One group \,/as exPosed to 1ow spatial density,

another to high density and a third to hígh densíty vriËh the added

instruction thaË they were free to leave the setting at any time.
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Subjects performed símple and complex tasks for one hour while

beíng exposed to these three densi-Ëy treatmenÈs ' then all groups

worked in a non-crowded setting on tasks designed to assess frust-

raüion Ëolerance and proof-reading performance. It was hypoËhe-

sized Èhat those subjects who h¿d reduced freedom of choice to

l-eave the hígh densiËy setÈing would experíence more stress than

either Ëhose who had freedom of choice or who !'/ere tesËed in low

density seÈtings. This íncreased sÈress \¡/as expected to manifest

itseLf as a reduced tolerance for flustration among Ëhe high den-

sity, no-choíce subjects.

Sherrod reported ËhaË no dífferences emerged on simple or

couplex task performance during Èhe density ÈreatmenL' nor were

Èhere measurable decrements in proof-reading performance after Ëhe

treatment (contradicting the findings of MackinÈosh, eË -g!r-). Ilow-

ever, sígnificant differences were found beËween groups on tests

of frustration tolerance. Crowded subjects who had no pelceived

conÈrol over their siÈuatÍon (those subjecËs who were not told

that theV \^rere free to leave the experimental room) were l-east

persisÈgnt in tryíng Ëo solve a frustratíng and insoluble task

whí1e crowded subjects with perceived control $/ere next mosË tol-

erant. and the non-cïo\^7ded subjeets !'rere most tolerant of frustratíon

after the treatmenL.

llhíle thís study does not direcËly show that .reduced freedom

of choice leads Ëo Perceptions of cror*rding'.it does Índícate thaË

reduced perceived control increases the stressfulness of siÈ-
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uations characterízed by high spatial densities. In its ov¡n r¡/ay,

it is curiously reminiscent of the Glass & Singer (1971) findings

that a si¡nilar reduction in frustration toleraurc,e was observable

when uncontrollable versus controllable noise x€.,s used as a stressor.

Eoyang (L974) obtained similar results in a field study of

crowding in resídential house trailers on a uníversÍty camPus.

Fifty-eighË university sÈudents vTere surveyed by' questionnaire

and asked to rate their satisfacÈion with their current living

space. A1 I trailers \¡rere of the same total flæ,r area so all

variat,ions in density would have been due to stgrnges in group'

size. Once more, however, group size was unawoidably confounded

with spatial density since the number of occupanits Per traíler

could noË increase'without siruultaneously reducirtg the floor area

per person (íncreasing spatial density) as we1l. as increasing group

síze (social density). Nevertheless, Eoyang r:eprorted thaË increas-

ed numbers of occupant.s accounted for more of öe variance in the

life space satisfactíon ratings than did measure's of privacy.

Privacy v¡as measured in this study in terms of whether or not a

respondenË had a private or a shared bedroom.

At first, it might be surprising that priæcy ratings did not

outweigh group size measures as predictors of l-ífe sPace satisfact-

ion. However, it must be recalled that privacy relates to the

por¡Ier to control unwanted intrusion, surveíllam,'e, et cetera. In

group 1ivíng arrangements where shared sleeping quarters are used,

iÈ is likely that respondenLs would exercise dii,seretion in their
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- sêlection of persons as roommates whose presence would not be felt

as a great compromise of privacy. That is, in such living arrange-

tnents, iË is likely that non-roommates would represenL the most.

salient intruders upon one's freedom of choice in maÍntainíng pri-

vacy and territorial sovereignty. This argument is consistent

wiÈh Eoyang's findings in chat it was the total number of people

per traíler raLher than the number of people with whom one shared

a bedroom that accounted for most of the variance in Ehe percePL-

ion of crowding and satisfact.ion. Eoyang also corroborated the

comnon finding of no sígníficant sex differences in the perception

of crowding.

Another series of studies have attempted to link Ehe percept-

ion of social densitv not to information overload or reduced free-

dom of choice but to the stresses and defenses of intrusion upon

onet s personal space or onet s ttpsychological spacett as by visual

intrusion, surveillance or inappropriate intimacy.

Kutner (L973) Ì¡ras the first investigator to adopt this ap-

proach to density phenomena. In his view, social density \,74s not

due t.o spatial or distance factors but rather to feelings of

being over-exposed to the detailed .ri",r"f inspection of others

which occurs in an uncontrollable or intrusive fashion.

Kutner seated groups of either two or four male subjects

either facing Eoward eachother or a\¡ray. He also manipulated dis-

tance of seating positions. All subjects.were gíven several

measures of anxiety and their behavior was recorded on video tape

'' during Ëhe experimental session. Kutner found no differences in
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A-state scores between subjects in any of the conditions nor $lere

Ëhere any significant correlations between any of the personalíty

scales and the behavioral variables measured. However, results

of the fí1m analysis showed significantly more self-protective

and contact avoidance gesEures in subjects seated face to face

than in groups seated facing away from eachother. The protective

behaviors \"rere more frequent in four person than in tr¡ro person

groups and the effects potentiated over time. trIhile Kutner did

not specÍfically ask his subjecLs how crowded they perceived

the setting to be, his resulLs imply that increased, uncontroll-

able exposure to vísua1 inspection may indeed be stressful and

may provide a cue for the perception of crowding.

Sundstrom (1975) formulated similar hypotheses to the effect

that the perception of crowding would be determined by intrusion

and goal blocking in interpersonal relationships. Groups of six

male college students which included three confederates in each

group were placed in large or small rooms and given various tasks

to perform. Confederates introduced inÈrusion by leaning close

to the subjects, touching them occasionally and attempting 80%

eye contact. Goal blocking was manipulated by refusing to attend

t,o the subject or ínterrupting him when he spoke. Subject be-

havior \ras recorded on video tape and self report measures of

perceptions of crowding, sEress and self-disclosure \,,Jere also

Laken. Sundstrom predicted that high spatial density would in-

tensify responses to inLrusion and goal blocking.
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- Sundstromrs findings indicated that subjects experiencing

intrusion and goal blocking reported feelings of being more crowd-

ed and uncomfortable Chan unstressed controls. Contrary to exPect-

at.ions, the stress t".porr""" to intrusion and goal blockÍng were

not intensified by spatial density (i.e., roou¡ size). Goal block-

ing produced self-reported irritation which increased with time,

lower levels of facial regard, less gesturing and less positive

head nodding. Intrusion resulted in ínitial discomfort which de-

creased with time. These findings imply that intrusion is easier

to cope with than is goal blocking and may indicare Èhat relatively

high spatial densities (expressed in terms of a high probability

of inÈrusion) are less likely to lead to judgluents of crowding

Êhan are conditions which block one's goal attainment. This is

an intuitively aPpealing forun:latÍon for which some additional

support can be mustered ín the next secËion.

I.lorchel & Teddlie (1976) have applied an attribution Pro-

cess model to the PercePtion of crowding which bears some relation

to the intrusíon and goal blocking factors discussed above. For

Worchell & Teddlie, the PercePtion of çrowding is a judgment arising

from a Ëvro step process. First, a Person is thought to become

aroused by violations of hís personal space. and this is followed by

the attribution of the Presence of o¡her people as Ëhe cause of

this state of arousal.

on this basis, I,Iorchel & Teddlie argued that it is invasíon

of personal space rather than simple sPatial density which causes

I
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arousal and the subsequent attribution of crowding. However, they

are not as clear as Sundstrom or Kutner on specÍfying exactly what

it is about Ehe proximity of others which precipifates_.arous,al.

Nevertheless, Worchel & Teddlie hypothesized that the perception

of crowding could be altered by distracting an indívídual from mak-

ing the attribution that hís state of arousal is due to the pres-

ence of other people.

These hypotheses vrere tested by insËructing 315 previously

unacquainted male subjects to perform tasks in either large or

smal1 rooms, under conditions of close or far interaction distance

and ín rooms which were either bare or decorated with pictures.

The wall decorations $iere intended to provide alternate sources of

attribution f or subjectsr states of arousal. A1 1 subjects r,Jere

given questionnaires to measure their perceptions of crowding im-

nediately following completion of theír tasks.

I'fain effects indicated that subjects perceíved themselves to

be most. crowded in small rooms rather than large, aE close rather

Ëhan far interaction distances and in bare rather than decorated

rooms. It is interesting to note the similaríty between this study

and the one performed by Baum & Davis 
'(Lg76) 

discussed in the pre-

vious sectíon. In present study, room decoration ameliorated Ëhe

experience of crowding whereas in the Baum & Davís simulation

study, it had only an interactive effect with room brightness

and definition of the situation.
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These main effects were qualifíed by several interactions.

The authors found a sígnificant Density X Distance interaction

in which close interaction ciist.ance increased perceived crovrding

regardless of spatial density (i.e.', room size) whereas variat-

ions in density affected perceptions of crowding only for far

interaction distances. There was also a Pictures X Distance ín-

teracËion wherein pictures reduced perceptions of crowding only

under conditions of close interaction distance. This last find-

ing was consistent with hypothesized relatÍonships since close

interaction distances would presumably generate Lhe highest 1eve1s

of arousal and the greatest need to attribute this arousal to

some cause, namely, the pictures.

These investigaËors also Eook other measures of stress in

their subjects such as estimated time to complete all tasks,

emergenèe of group leaders and ability to remember group memberst

na$es. All of these indices of stress were greater for close in-

Èeraction distance conditions. Close ínteraction distance also

signíficantly inhibited group Eask performance, made subjecEs

more punitive and inclíned them to rate other group nrembers as

more aggressive. Importantly, none of these measures was sig-

nificantly related to spatial density. InLeract.ion distance and

personal space violations appear to be far more potent deter-

minates of the perception of crowding than spatial density.

A study by McClelland (L976) partially supports and partially

conËradicts the resulËs reported by l,trorche1 & Teddlie. McClelland
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r^tas ínteresEed in the mediating ef fects which sex and previous

acquaintanceship would have on stress 1eve1s created by high

densÍty conditions. In a reËher complex experiuental design,

two levels of sex, two level-s of acquaintanceship, two levels

of room size (spatial density) and Ëwo levels of task definit-

ion (one task requiring interaction and the other requiring only

coacËion) were simultaneously manipulated. Dependent measures

consisted of post-experimental measures of frusËraLion toler-

ance, verbal- self-report scales measuring perceived crowding

and several affective dimensions and sorne oPen-ended questions

designed to elicit con¡¡nents on Lhe subjectsr general perceptions

of the experiment.

Groups of six subjects were given bibliography look-up

tasks Ëo perform in a sinn:lated library card catalogue room

which required them either to work independently with only two

boxes of file cards (low interact.ion condition) or else to work

r"rith all tv¡elve available boxes (high interacEion condition).

IlcClelland hypothesized that density would affect stress 1evels

only when ít forced interaction and b"ha.rioral coordination,

i. e. , only in high interaction conditions. IIe also predicted

that Ehe mediating influence of previous acquaintanceship

would interacÈ jointly with density and interaction 1eve1 to

affect sËress levels rather than with density alone. The first

of these hypotheses can be seen to bear some relaÈion to the

work of Sundstrom and Kutner since densiEy rePresents an intrusíon
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factor and rrbehavioral co-ordination" or the lack of it may be

regarded as a manipulation of Lhe probability of goal blocking.

The second hypothesis which aims at a three way interaction is

inËerpretively rather ambiguous.

The results of McClellandrs srudy indicated rhat borh the

spatial density and task interaction manipulations significantly

affected perceptions of cro'¡ding. Subjects in smaller rooms

(high spaËia1 density) perceived them as more crovTded than subjects

ín larger iooms. This finding contradicts that of i^Iorchel & Ted-

dlie wherein spatial density was seen to be unrelated to perceived

crowding. However, McClellandrs finding that higher levels of

interaction increased perceptions of crowding substantially sup-

ports the results of l,Iorchel & Teddlie that factors which med-

iated rates of interaction (e.g., close inEeraction distances,

pictures) also influenced perceptions of crowding.

Other findings from the McClelland study consist of numerous

complex interactions ¡¿hich are of dubious clarity and even less

theoretical signíficance. Apparently, neither of the hypothesized

relationships being explored were supported by the results.

I,Iener (L977) attempted a test of the visual íntrusíon versus

the social interaction model of the perception of crowding. His

results were largely at odds r,vith those of Kutner and Sundstrom.

ï.Iener seated 384 subjects ín same sex groups of six persons each.

They were seated either facing each öther-or:.facÍng'a\ray and half

the subjects r¡7ere given a logic problem to solve while the other
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half had no problem. Seating positions were also varied in an

unsp_ecif ied manner. I¡Iener then took questionnaire measures of

the percepEion of crowding rrra ten other affective response var-

iables. He found that neither Eask structure nor seating pos-

ition had any effect on any of the dependent variables measured,

a'fínding considerably at odds with the studies discussed above.

Furthermore, he had hypothesized that if visual inËrusion was the

chief determínanÈ of the perception of crowding then subject.s

seated facing one another should experience greater 1eve1s of per-

ceived crowdedness than subjects facing av7ay. Conversely, if the

aÐount of social stimulation vzas the critical determinazlÈ, then

subjects seated facing away should feel the most crowded. Hís

results supported the latter hypothesís. Subjects who were seated

facing away felt more crorÁrded than subject.s facing each''oÈher. ,-fn

addiEion, females reported more intense feelings of crowding than

did males which Wener attributed to females greater willingness

to disclose feelines of stress and discomfort.

Both tr{enerrs hypotheses and his results are someqrhat con-

fusing, I^Ihile the change in seating posítion ís an effective

nanipulation of vísual intrusion it is not as convincing a man-

ipulation of social stimulat,ion as one might hope for. Levels

of social stimulation (as measured by the number of persons pres-

ent and interacting) would have been identical in the seat-facing

as well a seat-facing-away conditions. There is even some question
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whether the notions of intrusion and social stimulation can be

orthogonally varied in quite thís nìanner sínce all social stim-

ulation is, in a sense, a form of trintrusíontr, visual or other-

wise. More effective variations in socíal stiuulation can be

obtained by altering group sLze andf or task definitions, neither

of which were aEtempEed here.

The sex difference which l.Iener reporËed ín perceptions of

crowding is a highly atypical finding. It is usually the case

that Ëhe sexes perceive density in identícal ways but that Ëheir

affective responses to it vary considerably. ft has also been

shown that. males show affective resPonses to variations in spatial

density while females resPond with greater intensiËy to changes

in social density (see Baum & Koman, L976). The report of wenerrs

experimental results leave open the question of, exactly what it

r.ras he r^¡as measuring, i.e., percePtions of crowding or affective

responses to a situatíon already perceived as crowded. Question-

naire items biased in a direction which favour rePorts of feel-

íng staËes might well reveal sex differences t¿hereas items which:

stress percePtual cues would not.

Greenberg (L977) performed an experimental- study similar

to those reported bV Kutner and Sundstrom with similar results.

Greenberg hypothesized that sPatial intrusion, surveillance

(privacy reduction) and restriction of withdrawal behaviors v¿ould

independently and in combination produce increased perceptions of
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- crowdíng and increased efforts at withdrawatr coping behaviors.

Eight experimental conditions were creâÈed to whích 128

male undergraduaLe subjects viere assigned. All subjecËs \^/ere

interviewed regarding personal aspects of Ëheir lives such as

their relationships to parents, personal achievements and fail-

ures, and relationshíps with Lhe opposite sex. Half of the

subjects were interviewed by an intrusive interviewer who sat

close to the subject, facing him wíth knees touching and attempt-

íng large amounts of eye contact. The remaining subjects \¡;ere

interviewed by a nonintrusive interviewer who sat over a meter

away and who avoided bodily and eye conËacË. A1so, half of the

subjects were interviewed with two confederaÈes present (sur-

veillance condition) or no confederates present (no surveillance

condítion) or with t.heir chair located in the corner of the room

(high behavioral restraint) or in the center of the room (low

behavioral restraint). The behavioral and verbal responses of

subjecEs r¡Jere recorded on video tape and quantiEative measures

$rere taken of facial regard, self-manipulation, posture changes

and nerr.ous laughEer as indices of stress coping. Level of self-

disclosure \^/as expressed as the duration of the intervie¡¿ and all

subjects were given post-experimental questionnsi¡st assessing

their perceptíon of crowding, of the intervieøer, Lhe setting and

their mood state.

Greenberg's results showed clear main effecËs for íntrusion

and surveillance. SubjecËs perceived Ehemselves to be more crowded
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in the presence of an intrusive interviewer and under conditions

of surveillance than persons who experienced neither condítion.

Furthermore, the subjects who perceived themselves to be most
t-

irowded were those who experienced intrusion and surveillance

Èogether. Greenberg reported that between these two factors,

intrusion accounted for a larger share of the variance than did

surveillance which results largely corroborate those of Kutner

as well as Sundstrom.

Also consistenL with previous research, Greenberg reported

that subjects in the intrusion conditions exhibited significant-

1y less facial regard and lower levels of self-disclosure, find-

ings which were also true for subjects who experienced the sur-

veilLance treatment. However, neither perceptions of crowding

nor measures of facial regard and self-disclosure were affected

by seat position manipulaËions.

Greenberg concluded that his findings indicated the existence

of a motivational component in human behavior which seeks to

maintain some optirmrm level of intimacy, privacy and social

sËimulatíon. trrlhen events in the sociolspatial environment vio-

l.ated these equillibria, compensatory withdrawal behaviors come

inËo operatíon to coPe with the resulting stress.

A field study by Gochman (1977) has provided further suPport

for some of the l-aboratory findings díscussed so far. Deriving

her hypotheses from an arousal-attribution model of the percePt.ion
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-of crowding identical to rhar proposed by l.Iorchel & Teddlíe (Lg76),

she hypothesized that unattained goals and/or disconfirmaËion of

expectations would cause arousal. A staËe of arousal serves to

intensify perception of the "i"r"ive aspects of high densiËy en-

vironments and the density itself provides a ready explanat.ion for

Èhe indivídualts state of arousal. Thus, this formulation argues

that density per se may or may noË be the source of goal bl-ocking

and disconfirmed expectatíons. tr{hatever the factors may be which

actually block onets goal aËtainments, density may provide a handy

explanation for why one has not in fact aËtained oners goals. This

throws some light on the possible reason for the lack of signif-

icant correlations between density and social pathologies mentioned

in the first section. rt may be that behavioral scientists are in-

clined Ëo attribute Ehe cause of such paËhologies Ëo density since

it presents itself as a convenient, plausible explanation for

phenomena which, in Ëruth, are disconcertingly complex and obtuse

in their etiologies.

Gochman performed studies in classroom seËtings and during

course registration week at a major university. I,Jhen universíty

subjects were given various tests of their knowledge of a subject

and also asked to race theír perceptions of. crowding in the class-

room environment, iË was found that poor performers in high density

classrooms rated those rooms as more crowded than their counter-

Parts in 1ow densiÈy rooms. However, students r^7ho attained their

goals in satisfactory test performance rated both high and 1ow
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density classrooms alike in perceived crowdedness.

' ïn a laboratory experiment, students performed an anagram

task in a high spatial densit_y setting. Performance on the task

was manipulated to either confirm or disconfirm expectations as

to Ëhe outcome of the task. As Gochman predicted, subjects who

experíenced disconfírmation of their expectations perceived the

setting to be more crovrded than subjecËs whose expectations hTere

confirmed.

Similar studies were performed during course registraticn

where perceptions of crowding in the environment were re-

lated to confirmation or disconfirmation of expectaËions regard-

íng how long the registration process would take and attainment

or non-atEairment of goals expressed as onets success or failure

iri registering for desired courses. As in the laboratory stud-

ies disconfirmed expectations and failure of goä1 atËainment siø-

nificantly increased the perceived leve1 of crowding and the

subjects' tendency to at.tribute density as the cause of their

disconfirmed expectaËions and unat.Ëained goals. These findings

are consistent with those mentioned prêviously reported by

Mackintosh et a1. (1975), Sundstrom (1975) and l,Iorchel & Teddlie

(Le7 6)

It will be recalled that Rapoporr (L975), in dífferenÈiaring

spatial density and social density (affective density), suggesËed

Ehat. sEirm¡lus heterogeniety and the absence of mechanisms which

structure cognitíve activity and social int.eraction provide
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significant cues for the percept.ion of crowding. A series of

sÉudies which will be reviewed below might be cl,raracterized as

sharing in conunon examinations of factors which serve to strucË-

ure the stin¡rLus world and relationships between people and the

effects these factors have on the perception of social density.

The first of Ëhese investÍgations was perfo,rmed bY SmiËh &

Haythorn (L972) in which 56 naval personnel were subjected to

laboratory conditions of confinement and sociall isolation in

four sets of four dyads and two triads each. In addition to the

variation in group size, subjects \\tere assigned to Pairs on the

basis of attitudinal and n-achíevement compatibi:1ity or incom-

patibility, groups ín which either the senior ranked or junior

ranked man \^ras the ttmíssion leader", or in condi.tíons of high

versus low spatial density (manipulaËed by changing room size).

Subjects r,¡ere conf ined in specially designed q-u¡årters for 2L days

during which they had scheduled work tasks Ëo pe'rform as v¡e11 as

free t.ime for recreation or personal pursuits. Both during and

after the period of confinement, measures of seXf-reported stress,

state and trait anxieËy, hostility tolva'rd isolation Partners and

annoyance with the physical setting hlere recorded.

Smith and Haythorn reported that measures of stress, anxiety,

annoyance and hostility were all higher during the confinement

period Ëhan baseline leveIs recorded before the mission began or

í¡rmediately after its completion. Subjects rqao,rted greaËer
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hostility when a junior ranked man vras Ëhe mission leader than

when a senior ranked man r^ras the leader, and also in attitudinally

incompatible groups than in c.ompaËib1e groups. perceptions of crowd-

ing, subjective stress and sËate anxiety were all higher in the

triads than in the dyads. Annoyance with Ëhe physical setting

rùas greater in attitudinally compatible than ín íncompatible

groups and among dyads than in tríads. This suggests that the

environment becomes a' perceived cause of annoyance when these

feelings cannot otherwise be attributed to interpersonal conflicts

arising from atLitude diferences. Many of these effects, especialLy

the effects of density on anxiety measures increased with time,

a longitudinal dimension usually ignored in brief, one-shot lab-

oratory exposures io density.

This sÈudy is signifÍcant because attitudinal compatibility

and appropriaLe rather inappropríate social relationships (as when

the mission leader \rras the senior ranked man) served to reduce

negative affect in the confinement situation and presumably also

reduced stress. On this basis, it might be hypothesized that

structuring of social relationships an'd attitudinal compatibility

rnay significantly influence the perception of crowding.

Fisher (L974> performed an experiment .which lends additional

credence to this assertion. Fisher hypothesized that attributions

of crowding are made to settings as part of a general affective

Tesponse to the setting triggered by other factors in the situation.

ê.8., the degree of attitudinal agreemenÈ which a person experiences

!

I
I

ì

i

I
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in the presence of others in the set,ting. He designed an experi-

mentinwhich62f.enalesand6lmalesinteractsedwirhaconfed.

eratewhodisplayedeítherat-titudinalagreeEß€'nEordisagreement

!üiththesubject.InteractionsoicurredaEfourdifferentinter-

personal distances oL 2'O,4'0, 5'5 and 13'0 feer with a face to

faceorientationbeingmaintainedinallcondiEions.Afterin-

teractingwíththeconfederat'e,subjectsweregivenquestionnaires

designedtomeasuretheirratingsoftheaestt¡eticqualitíesof

LheenvironmentrtheirPercePtionofcrowdingandtheiraffectíve

evaluation of the confederate'

Fisherfoundthatthere\^TerenodiffereBcesbetweenthesexes

intheirresponsestotheexperimentalmanipullations,soall.data

werecollapsedonthisdimension.AspredicËed',howeverrsubjects

whointeracÈedwithconfederateswhoexpressedatËitudinalagree-

mentwíchLhesubjectalsoratedthesettinggrorepositively,Per-

ceivedthemselvestobelesscrowdedandeval.uatedconfederates

morePositivelythandídsubjectswhoexperiencedattitudinaldis-

agreement!ùiththeconfederate.FurÈhermore'theserelationships

were maintained over the full range of. interaation disÈances'

Thus,ÍtappearsasthoughthepercePtionofenowdingmayalsobe

affectedbyakindof"haloaffect"fromEheuoodtonecreated

by the social interaction which occurs in a gi'ven setting'

Attitudinal agreement serves to strucËuEe part of the '!sociål

space,'intorelationshipswhichareknowntobedependablyPositíve

andre]-atíonshipswhichareessentiallyunknggrr.Anotherindexof

Structureinthesocialenvironmentisthepres'enceofcohesive
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groups as opposed to aggregations of unrelated individuals. Baum,

Harpín & Valins (1975) argued that groups constitute sPecial soc-

ial structures which mitigate Ehe stressful effects of high pop-

ulation densities by struct,tfittg the social environment so as to

reduce uncertainty, by providing clear boundaries which limit or

reduce social contacLs, by creating grouP norDls which regulate

social interaction and reduce experientía1 heterogenieËy and by

reducing intragroup conflict by identÍfying Procedures and rules

which guide grouP activities (cf Milgram, 1970) '

Baumetal.comparedtwogrouPsofuniversitysophomores

frorn dormitories of Lwo different designs. one dorm featured

clusters of four suítes which accomodaLed six persons each while

the other dorm was a 33-man double-loaded corridor design of Z-man

rooms. The total lívíng area (i. e. , spatial density) per Person

was identical under both 1íving arrangemenfs'

ThesetwogIouPs\^/erecomParedunderlaboratoryconditions

on neasures of how effectively they could organize grouP activies

and form a consensus on a problem to be solved as a grouP. Quest-

ionnaire measures of the perception of. crowding in the líving en-

vironment, the subjectsr tendency to avoid interactions wiEh others

and their self-ratings of their ability to deal effecLively with

others were taken. subjects from suite-t.ype dorms showed more

highly developed grouP sEructures and reached consensus more

rapidly than did the corridor residents. Corridor residents re-

porLed that they perceived theír dorms to be more crowded, they
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felt more rike avoíding interactions with others and they felt
less adequate in such interactions than díd the suite residents.
Group affiliation of all kinds (:. r. , campus organizations)
a'ong corridor residents r¿as 10wer than for suite residents who

reported that they did nor perceive their dorm to be crowded

at all. The invesÈigators concruded from these results that soc_
ía1 environments characterízed by the presence of cohesÍve groups
tend to ameliorate perceptions of those environments as crowded.

heterogenous and overloaded with social stimulation. Not the
least significant observation which can be drawn from this studv
is the fact that the suiËe residents r¡7ere actually exposed to a

higher lever of social densiËy, i. ". , a larger group with whom

ínÈeraction vras required, than were corridor residenËs and yet
iË was the latter group, not the former, who perceived themselves
to be most crowded. This finding highlights the norion that
structure in the social space may be as imporËant a factor in
perceptions of social density as the number of other people per se.

Two additional studies bear directly on the íssue of social
sËructure effects on perceptions of density. Baum & Koman (Lg76)
performed an experiment which was discussed briefly in the prev-
ious secÈion bu' which has pertinence here as well. rt will be

recalled that Baum & Koman devised an experimental procedure

wherein subjects vrere convinced that the experience of crowding was

i-mmfnent. By creating condiLions in which subjects anticipated the
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arrival of either 1-arge or small groups, anticipated social den-

siÈy could be manipulated independently of room size (spatial

density). In addition, however, Baum & Koman also manipulated

Ëhe anÈicipated amount of socíal structuring for the situatíon

by telling subjects either that group leaders would be appoinred

Èo enforce rules of interaction or else telling the subjects

nothing about the coming session.

ResulËs indicated that manipulations of anticipated socia-

structure produced signifícant inEeractions between structure and

group size. Subjects anticipating the arrival of large groups

in unsEructured sessÍons reported LhaL they perceived the setting

Èo be lnore cro\,rded than persons who expected large groups in st.ruct.-

ured sessions. These results vrere paralleled by reports of dis-

comfort and the tendency to select peripheral rather than central

seat positions among those who were antícipatíng large group, un-

structured int.eracËions.

Finally, a sËudy by Cohen, Sladen & Bennert (1975) musr be

discussed in this connection which has been unaccountably ignored

in the literature, a fate which it hardly deserves. These re-

searchers employed the Desor technique Lo measure cro'¡ding Ëhresholds

f.or 4O male and 40 female subjects. Eight situational defínitions

\¡7ere supplied for the model rooms in which subjecEs \,,rere to assume

that the siruulated people were either acquainted or strangers,

that they were either engaged in an interactive or independent (.o-

active) actívity, and that. the situation was either a recreational

or work activíty.
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cohen et al. found that subjects vrere willing to place more

figures in Ëhe model rooms when the people presenË were assumed

to be acquainted than when unacquainted, when Èhey were interacting

than when Ëhey were coacting and when the situaËion was assumed to

involve recreational rather than work activíties. TogeEher, these

factors qTere reported to account for 697" of the varÍance in figure

placements. However, these main effects r¡rere qualified by some

significant interactions. subjects placed fewer figures in work

situatíons requiring interaction than in recreaËíona1 situaËions

requiring interaction, fewer figures in coactive work sítuat,ions

than in coactive recreational situations, but uore figures in inter-

active situations with acquaintances than in Í-nteractive situations

with strangers. Tn all of these results, sex differences vTere

negligible. Taken together, they seem to indieate that structured

social sÍtuations rvith known others and which feature essenËialIv

positive (e. g. , recreational) activities lead to hígher tolerances

for crowding, i. e. reduced perceived crowding as measured by the

Desor technique than do the contrasting sets of conditions.

This study also once again irnplies that the structuring of

social sti¡m-rlation or the lack of ít may be as potent a cue to

the perception of crowding as is the presence ..or absence of the

social stimulation itself. rt will be recalled Ëhat suite res-

idents in Ëhe Baum et al. study perceíved thei.E dorms as less

crowded than did corridor residents, and thís i:l spite of the
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fact rhat suÍre residenËs T¡rere probably receiving hígher leveIs

of social stinnrlation that their counterparts ín corridor dorms.

Correspondingly, subjects in the Cohen et aI. study placed more

figures, noË less, in situaÈions defined as calling for social

interacEion suggesting that they might perceive such situations

as having a higher capacity to accomodate additional people Ëhan

settings wherein coactive behavior was cal1ed for. These fíndings

lead to the almost inescapable conclusion that if there is a mot-

ivational component in human behavior which leads people to main-

tain some optírm:m leve1 of desired social stimulation, the def-

iniËion of that optimum 1evel ís at least Partly determined by

horr sEructured is the social situation. No measure as crude as

simple group síze (i.e., unmodified social density) could be ex-

pected to predict such an op¡ímum 1eve1 with satisfactory accuracy.

It would be misleading to attemPt a simple sumnary of the

studies mentioned in this section, especially of those which re-

port several interactions among their factors. NeverEheless, a

few of the clearer findings can be recalled. Perceptions of social

densíty appear to be influenced by (a). invasions of prívacy (Pro-

shansky et al., L975), (b) perceived freedom of choice in crowded

seËtings (Sherrod , L974), (") number of others with whom a setEing

must be shared (Eoyang, L974), (d) intrusion, visual exposure and

surveillance (Kutner, Lg73; Greenberg, L977; Sundstrom, I975), (e)

goal blocking (Goctrman, L977; Sundstrom, I975), (f) atËribution

processes (Gochman, 1977; I.Iorchel & Teddlie, I976), (e) perceived
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cox'patibility of persons in the setting (Fisher, Lg74; snith &

Haythorn, 1972), (h) amount of structure which Ís perceived in
or anËicipated for the social space (Baum eÈ al., 1975; Baum &

Koman, 1976; Cohen et al. , Lg75).

Ever since HalI (1970) sensitized social scíentísts to the

role of personal space in in.erpersonal rerations, psychorogists

have adopted Harl's basically anLhropological anarysis of the

differences between cultures in spatial behavior. rn most. cases

the assumption that cultural differences Erust account for some

sizable fraction of the variance in responses to density has been

uncritically adopted and presently holds that curious status ac-

corded to untested opinions which the scholarly conmuni-ty never-

theless hold to be matters of fact. This staËus is irnpervious

to the conìrnents of students in the field who point out that there

Ís utterly no reliable empirical supporË for Ëhe notion that cul-
ture is a significant determinate of the perception of crowding,

no uatter how plausible this assertion may sound i¿hen framed as

a research hypothesis.

The studies to be discussed below do not involve direct tesrs
of the effects of cultural differences on Èhe perception of crowd_

ing and for this reason, they will not be discussed in the same

detail as the foregoing research. However, several of Ëhem deserve

menËion because they hint ËhaË culture may influence the perception
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of crowding or it may provide adaptÍve mechanisms for amelioratíng

the impacË of density on human life. since none of the available
reports deal wiÈh experimental studies, attributions of causation

are impossible. All published sources to date (of which a sampling

is presented below, not an exhaustive survey) are eiÈher descript-
ive eËhnographic studies or correlational demographic comparisons

of rates of social pathology.

I.Ihen calhoun (1962 
" Lg66) published his studies of the effects

of high population densíties on animals, these fÍndings were hastily
transferred to dire predictions for the fate of humans in similar
high density environmenËs. To test hypotheses arising from these

findings, researchers naturally turned to Asía where the highest
human population densitíes in the world could be found. For insEance,

Anderson (L972) reporËed that population densities in somé districts
of Hong Kong reached 20,oo0 persons per acre or 265,000 persons per

square rnile. This value is approximately 100 times higher than the

average population density of Ner¿ york ciEy. van Groenou (1977)

reported densities of 300,000 persons per square mile for Ahmedabad

in G.rjarat state of northern rndia and 492,000 persons per square

mile for Bombay, the ratter varue being almost 200 times higher

than the average density of New york. Attemþts to relate these

high densiËy conditions to the etiology of socíal and individuar
pathologies have largely failed when appropriate controls are applied

to correlation procedures to account for education, c1ass, íncome

and so forEh. rn his review of the epidemiological literature,
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Lawrence (1974) concluded that there vras very 1ittle to conclude

from such studies aside from the fact that the sources of social

þathology could no longer be attributed to any factor as gross

and monolithic as population density.

Two studies have emerged which do reveal some interesting

relationships and provide some indírecE support. in field data

for some of the laboratory findings mentioned above. MiLchell (1971)

studied family life Ín high densiry areas of Hong Kong by survey-

ing nearly 4,000 people and doing observational sËudí.es of family

int.eraction. Lihile 42% of. hts sauple expressed some dissatísfact-

ion with the amount of space available in their living units,

Ititchell found that density had lictle or no impact on indices of

emoËiona1 strain, \^rorry, general unhappiness, personal unhappiness,

emotional í11ness or withdrawal from social or work activities.

These non-findings r,rere mainEained regardless of wheEher density

ü7as measured as f100r area per person or rooms per dwelling.

However, t\^7o factors emerged which correlaËed significanËly

wíth indices of st.ress and sËrain and reported difficulties in

family relationships. Emotional stress and conflict was reported

significantly more often by families r¿ho shared their dwelLing with

another, unrelated family andfor whose dwelling units were located

higher in high rise apartment blocks. Thus, interpersonal stress

was determined more by social incompatibility (i. e. , sharing a

dwelling with non-kÍn) than density per se. The vertical location

of suites in high rise buildings was interpreEed as limiting the
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possibiliËies of easy escape from stressful conflicts and clearly

ûou1d remove children from easy supervision and parental control

when the children usualty play at street 1eve1. Neither of these

facËors has much to do r,üith density in the sense that neither are

invariable accomPaníments of high population densities. The pract-

ice of living with non-related families introduces an element of

potential attitudinal and behavioral incompatibility which has been

shown experimentally to induce negaËive1y valued states of arousal

and attributions to crowding as the cause of thís arousal' DespiËe

the aÈtribution, however, it ís Ehe incompatibility, not density,

v¡hich is rhe cause of the discomfort. Also, vertical locaËion in

a building represents behavioral restraint and reduced freedom to

leave a negatively arousíng social situation which Qundstrom (1975)

has shown Lo increase feel-ings of crowding. once more, behavioral

restraint and population density can hardly be considered synon)rmous'

ThefindingsrePortedbyMitchellhavebeencorroboratedin

detail by Hassan (1975) in a simílar study performed in singapore'

Ilassan devised atrworry index" which tapped a general dimension of

felt malaise and worry regarding such things as concern with personal

health, childrents health, childrents securit.y, cost of living, ef

ceEera. Just as for l"fiËchell, scores on thís index \Â7ere positively

rel-ated to cohabitation of unrelated families and vertical location

ofthedwellingunitinhighrisebuildings.InviewofthePres-

ent, discussion, a lamentable ommission from both studies was Ehe fact

that neither researcher asked Lheir respondenËs h-ow crowded they
;

perceived their living quarËers to be'
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Frorn a North American viewpoint the habitation densiEies of
Ëhe orient are quíte remarkable. The fact Ëhat unrelated extend-
ed families can live ín the sãme dwelling uniE with about as much
space per person as most canadians consider necessary for a Latge
cl0thes cl0set, and Ëo do this in relative harmony, is an extra-
ordinary accomplishmenË of some sorË. But the quesËÍon remains
open as to exactly what sort of accomplishment it is. Have such
populations adapted to densiËy in a psychol0gical sense to such
an 'extent that they litera11y do not perceíve their surroundinss
as crowded? Alternatively, perhaps cultural mores have been
evolved which structure social interaction to such an extent that
aversive 1eve1s of overstimulation seldom occur. No controlled
sËudíes have been reported which directly address the issue of
adaptation processes in the perception of crowding. However, some

ethnographic reports provide anecdoËa1 insight into culturally
transmitted adjustíve mechanisms which may ameriorate the effecrs
of too many people in too little space and the a'tendant percepE-
ions of density.

Anderson (Lg7z) carried ouË anËhråpotogical observa'Íons of
fannily inceraction in Hong Kong, singapore and penang, I'alaysia.
He noted that in both Hong Kong and penang, many peopre voluntar-
i'ly occupy high density residential environments in spite of the
fact thaË they have the economic resources to purchase additional
living space for themselves. rnterpersonal conflict could, of
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courser be observed, although Anderson notes that it r^ras rare.

rncídents of outright, violence r¡rere extremely rare. rn Hong Kong,

s.treet crime in high densiËy areas \,vas present buË it was totally
under the cont,rol of well organized gangs who were highly visible
to local residents and wíth whom appropriate rures for interacr-
ion were well established.

Anderson argues that the potential for stress which exists
under such high density condiEions vüas modulated by a variety of
social norms and cusËoms. First, there is a widespread cultural
value in chinese society that large numbers of people per house-

hold are to be desired. Tradition maintains that Ëhe fortunate

man is one who can count fíve generations under his roof. tr{hen a

family becomes affluent this is expressed by purchasíng larger
living quarters so that, more famÍly members can live Ëogether.

rf an affluent family has few members, 'rexcess" space is renËed

to non-related famílies. Thus, there is a cultural bias toward

perceiving space as an economíc capiÉal asset or a familial pos-

session raÈher than a value in itself, as is customary in the l^Iest.

chinese culËure places a high valúe on tolerance and harmon-

ious interpersonaL relations. From an early age children are

taught to defer rat.her than aggress. Furthermore, in a dwelling

shared by more than one family, bedrooms are maintaíned as absolute

and inviolable prÍvate Ëerritories for nuclear families. stricE
sanctions are imposed even upon young children to refrain from
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entering the bedroom of another family. In contrast, living rooms

and kitchens are considered ceremonial common areas where families

can mix and/or enEertain visitors and celebrate religious ceremon-

ies.

Another characËeristic of Chinese socíety is the flexíbility

with r¡rhich time is managed. Even working adults may leave or re-

turn to the home aË irregular hours. This temporal flexibility

tends to reduce congestion boÈh vTithín and outside Chinese homes.

Rigid scheduling as is typical of l^Iestern societies tends to pro-

mote periodíc íntense congestion and tremendous vraste of resources

since traffic arteries are constructed to handle maximum flows while

during the 'roff hours" they are practically empty.

The Chinese, while escaping, the congestíon of rigid schedules

are nevertheless exposed to a cont.inuous and unrelenEing din of

human activity. Happily, noise is víewed as a sign of lively

activity and is either posítively valued or benignly ignored mosË

of the time.

Anderson also reports that unlike North American families, the

Chínese family strucËure is largely intracË. The status of all per-

sons in Chinese families is clear and rigid thus practically elim-

inating debate and uncertainty regarding who nn¡st defer to whom in

Ehe use of a particular space. Also significant is the fact that

all Chinese adulEs recognize the right of all other adults, rdated

or not, to discipline all children. Even adults who disagree on

a particular instance of infracËion or punishment will not exPress
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this disagreement openly when children are present.

Finally, there is a dominant social norm which dictates emot-

ional neutrality toward non-relatives in public settings and an

intricaËely developed tradition of etiquette both of which serve

Èo minimize af.fect ladened interactions between non-relatives.

Practically all of the coutrnon instances of social encounter already

have the terms of interaction established in advance. This renders

the Chinese "social landscapert inrnanently cognizable and it pres-

ents a minimum of unpredictable social heterogeniety.

All of these cultural mores can be seen in one I^7ay or another

to establish conditions of interaction which experimental research

suggests would minimize the experience of crowding. Consequences

of density whích cannot be avoíded (e.g., noise) are revalued.

Congestion is minímízed by adaptively redistribuËing human inËer-

actions ín time by flexible scheduling. Mininn¡m spaces have been

reserved over which occupants still exercise absolute sovereignty

(bedrooms) and behavioral conËro1. Intrusion upon these miní-

ËerriËories is stricËly regulated through enculturation of the

young. Group sËructures within the society are clear and unaro-

biguous (e.g., the family, criminal gangs, et ceËera). The amount,

type, frequency and conËenË of many interactions is heavily de-

termined in advance by rules of kinship relations and the etiquette

to be shown toward non-kin.

A report of a totally different soci'ety has been submitted

by Draper (1973). Ilaving an average population density of 10 persons
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per square mile, Ehe .rKung bushmen do not inrmediately Present

themselves as candidates for studies of crowding until their

settlemenË densiEies of 188 iq,r.t" feeË per person are considered.

A JKung encampment thus represents a human aggregatíon about 20

times more dense than Manhattan.

Ithile the spatial densiËy of lKung canPs ís relatively high,

the group size (social density) is relaËively low consisting of

30 to 40 persons per camp most of whom are related. The nuclear

families comprising this group construcL individual huts arranged

ín a circle which open on a common central courtyard. The huts

are spaced so close together and the court is so small that con-

versaÈions between huËs can be carried on in normal tones and

iEems can be passed from one cookíng fire to another without the

interacting persons having to get uP. No interior architectural

feaËures such as walLs or screens block the view of hut interiors

from neÍghboring huts. Encampments of such high density are

voluntarily created with no apparent ecological or economic in-

centive t,o do so, nor are they associated with any indications

of stress or pathology.

The.rKung are a tribe of hunter-gatherers but their way of

life requires only abouË three days per week of labour from each

adult. On any given day Draper reported that 65% oÍ. Ëhe camp

population remains in the camp (chíi-dren, adolescenÈs, the aged,

adults without foraging responsibilities for the d"y). Time sampl-

i ed observation of childrenrs play showed that females spent 777"
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of their time within the camp circle and males spent 50%

tirre within this perimeter. Furthermore, all members of

experience and enjoy a large -amounE of touch conLact.
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of their

the camp

Draper argues that tolerance for these high density living

arrangements is mediated by a social norm which resolves irrecon-

cilable interpersonal conflict through band fission. Thus, the

lKung sirnply move a\,7ay from serious dísputes which threaten the

harmony of the camp rather than being consËrained to toleraËe them.

A1so, while indivídual camps have very high internal densities,

such camps are widely separated from eachoËher and the total !Kung

population is very small (only a few hundred persons). Finally,

the daughter camps which result from band físsion may visit other

lKung encampments and join Lheir band. Since the total population

is smal-l, aluost all lKung are related and the culture is highly

homogenous. As a consequence, behavioral restrainÈ is minimal,

the likelihood of intrusion by unwanted others is remote, sur-

veil-lance (except for anthropologists) is non-exístent and the

world of social reLations is stable and structured heavily by

kin relationships. Again, these findíngs are at least superficially

consistent rvith laboratory research.

The fíndings of both Anderson and Draper suggest that (a) cul-

tural"ly Lransmitted adjustive strategies may modify responses to

high populaÈion densíties, (b) may increase tolerance for such

densities, (") may even change the way densiËy is perceived and

(d) despite Ëhe I^IesËern intellectual bias which insists upon viewing
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density as negative, stressful and aversive, evidence has been re-

ported from two cultures where high densíËy living arrangements

are apparenÈly adopted voluntäri1y and positiveLy valued.

Unfortunately, neither of these reports can be accepted as

proof of a cultural influence on the perception of density be-

cause neither has established a causal relationship. The ínvest-

igation of the role of culËure as wel-l as psychological adaptat-

íon in response to density thus promises to be a fertile area

for fut.ure research. Success in establishing cultural differences

as a source of variance in Ehe perception of crowding would ef-

fectively hold out the possibility that tolerance for crowding

can be learned and is not an invariant source of slress in all

hÍgh density populations.

Concludjlng Regarks

Lawrence (L974) reviewed Ehe literature on human crowding

available at Ëhat time and arrived at the folLowing conclusion:

rrThe field is confused---by definitions, by conflict-
ing data, and, as psychology often is, by popular conject-

'.:r tire. The animal data are most easily interpreted and pos-
sibly of least interesE to man. The urban findings are in-
conclusive, demonstrating no unequivocal relationships be-
Ëvleen populat,ion density and sociaL ills. Fina11y, clinical
and experimental models are at odds, and the results of ex-
periments are again inconclusive. (p. 717)

Elsewhere he adds:

"IË ís obvious from Ehe exploratory range of these
definicions of density that simple.causal statements
about urban crowding have 1ittle validity. It is also
apparent that crowding as a psychological concepË is stil1
in its infancy. (p. 7L6-7L7)
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rn 1973 there were 17 studies mentioned in psychological Ab-

stracts which covered research on the ful1 range of "over-populat-

ion" issues, i.ê., not only studies on the perceptíon of crowding

(1) but on related topics such as affective and behavioral res-

ponses to density (3), animal research (3), correlational sËudies

relating density to pathology (4) and research on aEtitudes Eoward

overpopulation and contraception (6). fn L914, the number of

studies reported increased to 26; in 1975 Ëhere were 20; ía L976

there were 44 studies reported, 10 of these appearing in DisserËat-

ion Abstracts International suggestíng that young researchers r¡rere

developing an interesË in problems of density. Five studies appeared

ín the Journal of PersonaliEv and Socígl Psvchologv and Èhe Personal-

ity and Social Psvchologv Bul-letin which more or less sígnalled the

"official legitirnacy" of psychological studies of crowding. In

1977r 28 studies appeared and in the first eighË months of L978,

31 studies hTere reported. FurÊhermore, ín 1975 a separate index

category r¡ras created in the Psychological Abstracts for studies

of crowding per se and they were no longer listed Ëogether v7íth

Ëhe more global and sociological research on attitudes, family

planning and the epiderniological studies. Despite this obvious

grolsËh in interesE and activíty among psychologists, ï,awrencers

conclusions are stil1 essentially appropríate.

An exhaustive survey of Ëhe available research on the per-

ception of crowding indicates a welter of unrel-ated and often
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contradictory fíndings. In ãases where research methods aPpear to

be sound, many findings remain uncorroborated. There is consider-

able heterogenieËy of measurement techniques which render the

findings from different studies difficult or impossible to compare.

SomeËimes crowding ís treated as a dependent variable and sometÍmes

as an independent variable. No standard measurements have yet

emerged (wÍÈh the possible exceptÍon of the Desor technique which

has been used in six studies) whích measure perceptions of density

and density-relared responses. Thus, investigators are often

thrown back on constructing their ovrn measurenenË devices which

have unknown psychometric properties and which probably yield

results of dubÍous comparability across studies. Under these

circunstances, it would be foolish to Oraw any global conclusions

about the influence of density on human well being or the.-percept-

ion of crowding itself, although at least one researcher has not

hesitated to do so (Freedman, L975).

This ís not, Ëo say, however, chat no headway has been made

in understanding Ëhe percepËion of crowding or problems which

requíre research atÈentíon in the futuie. InvestigaÈions which

have been report.ed so far clearly indicate that PoPulaËion

density per se is not a very useful psychological concept. The

reLations beÈween density, density-associated phenomena and the

psychological experience of perceiving too many people in too 1itt1e

space are obviously complex and nn¡ltidimensional. It can even be
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stat,ed tentatively that many of the psychological resPonses which

àie customarily associated with crowded settings are probably

caused by factors oEher than densiEy iLself but which are often

confounded in reality with high population densiEies. In this

context, the concern with crowding and the ominous exPecËations

of iÈs effects which riddle psychological literature may be pre-

occupations peculiar to Western culture---a culture v¡hich has not

yet fully exploited all available adjustíve and adaptive mechanisms

which can be used to modulate the impact of densit.y. The results

of studies performed on animals which are applied to human pop-

ulations may have as 1ittle relevance in this connection as

studies of human linguistics have in undersLanding "animal cog-

nítionrr. The singular flexibility and adaptability of humans may

render density a stressor of relatively minor imPortance when

compared to other consequences of modern urban life styles such

as poLlution, noise, decreased individual freedom, anon¡rmity,

the dísinEegration of the family and connuunity, et cetera.

A major criticism of the research on the Perception of

crowding is the same as is leveled at råany psychological experi-

Eents" Experimental research is usually cross-sectional and

a-temporal whereas life is by definiËion, longitudinal. Quest-

ions of any relevance to real life human exisËence cannot be

answered easily by one shot exposures to high density for periods

of a few hours aE mosË. The importanE questions arise Inlhen one
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considers what are the effects of high populatÍon densities when

a person uust grow up in them, mate in them, foster offspring in
them, find some career, aesthetic and personal satisfactions in
them. víewed in this way, both the probabirity of "goa1 blocking,,
and decisional overload as well as the opportunities to work ouË

behavioral and percepËuar adaptations to density are maxím ized.
rn the longítudinal perspective, the effects of density on human

life and its perceptual impact on human cognitive functioning be-

come maximally potent and exert their primary effects on behavior

and culture. These are precisely the perspectÍves which future
research should atËempt to address.

rt will be recalled that stokols (Lg73) has asser.ted rhar

studies of crowding at the "micro" or ínterpersonal 1evel may lead

to differenË conclusions than studies of crowding at. Ëhe 'macro,,
or socÍa1 level. Practically all existing research addresses the
percepË,ion of crowding in limited spaces with relatively few others
present for short periods of time. The distinction drawn by

stokols suggest that even at the individual lever, different per-

ceptual phenomena may be involved ar thu relatively intimate 1eve1

of int.erpersonal- encounter versus the "football game and traffic
jau" leve1 of impersonal, mob encounter.

A related consideration consists of the fact that no one

knows what are the differential effects of contÍnuous versus in-
termitËent exposure to high population densities and how this
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affects the perception of density. It may be that cont.ínuous ex-

posure produces different effects both in terms of perception

and stress responses to crowding than would a history of inter-

mittent exposure.

A further concern arises from the fact that verv 1iËtle is

known about individual differences in crowding perception. Burch

(ñote 1)atteurpted to related measures of crowding threshold to

scores on A-trait and exËroversion scales lvith negative results.

Ilowever, a large number of other questions remain to be answered

in terms of how personality facrors and índividual differences

serve to mediaËe perceptions of and responses to density"

Finally, it is of vital importance that bett.er measurement

instruments be devised for research in this area---instruments

which are easy to use, flexíble, of good psychomeEric properties

and which are able to discriminate the nultiple dimensions which

conEibute to perceptions of density. Some instrument or famLly

of instruments must be devised which will reliably differentiate

between perception of spaEial and social density. Furthermore,

the same instrument rmrst discriminate beti¿een the perceptual-

cognítive activitíes which lead to judgments Ëhat a setÈing is

crowded and the affective-behavioral responses which result from

(precede?) such judgments. Existing research seems to indicate

that the cues which lead to perceptions of densiËy vary with the

siEuational context as well as features of the physical envíron-

ment and LhaË the perception of crowding itself is a dÍscriminable
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process from the affective and behavioral responses which also

occur in high density settings. Until such instruments are con-

structed, studies of crowding-phenomena in humans will continue

to be vague in definit.ion and difficult to relate to one another

in terms of their results.
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Appendix A

PRE- EXPERIMENTAL QUESTIONNAIRE

Exposure & Crowding

S. No.

NAI{E: TELEPHONE:

1. hlhat is your sex?

2. I.Ihat was your age

)Male ()Female

last birÈhday?

3" In what country were you born and raised?

4, In what countries have you lived and how long did you live in each
one includi4g Canada?

\
I

I

I

I

(

4L

I^Ihich Years
Lived There?

rt4

How Many Years
Lived There?

estimated annual income

5.

6"

Country

In what year of universíty are you no\¡7 enrolled?

(1) First Year (3) Third Year

(2) Second Year (4) Fourth Year

I|that kind of dwelling did you live in longest before coming to
univers ity?

(1) Single family derached home (5) Hieh-rise Apartment

(2) Dr:plex (Two single family (More than 5 floors)

homes, side-by-side) (6) Low-rise student Residence

(3) Fourplex (Four single farnilY
homes in one buildíng) (7) High-rise sLudent Residence

(4) Low-rise AparEment
(Less than 5 floors)

I{hat kind of d¡¿elling do you live in now?

(1) Single family derached home (5) Iligh-rise ApartmenË

(z) Drples (Two single family (More than 5 floors)

homes, side-by-side) (6) Low-ríse StudenË Residence

(3) Fourplex (Four single familY
homes in one building) (7) High-rise student Residence

(4) Low-rise APartment
(Less than 5 floors)

8. What occupation has your father had the longest?

g. What is your fatherrs present occupation?

10" Please circle the number whích maËches the
of your family:

7.

(i) Less Ehan $10,000
(2) $10,001 to $15,000
(3) $15,001 to $20,000
(4) $20,001 ro $25,000

(5) $25,001 ro $30,000
(6) $30,001 to $35,000
(7) $35,001 to $40,000
(8) More than $40,000
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POST- E)GERIMENTAL QUESTIONNAIRE

l,triÈh regard to the dwelling
to universitY:
(a) How many persons líved there including yourself?

(b) How many rooms \"rere there in your dwelling?

(c) Did you have a yard or private outdoor space which was us-

ually used only by the Persons living in your dwelling? ( ) Yes
()No

2. regard to Ehe dwelling you live in no\¡7:

S' No' 

-

:T̂Þ

(
(

you lived in the longest before coming

How many Persons live there íncludíng yourself?

IIow many room are there in your dwelling?

Do you have a yard or Private outdoor sPace which

.rseä orrl-y by the p"t"ot" living in your dtvellíng?

ïJirh
(a)

(b)

(c)
usually
) Yes

)No

3.

t+.

5. l.ltrat do you think was Ehe goal of this research?

I,Ias the dwelling You lived in
dwellings in the neighborl-rood?

l^Ihen you \"¡ere Puttíng f igures
sort of Place did You imagíne

How do you think the exPerímenter
exper.iment?

the longest EYPical of the other

()Yes ()tlo'

into the ttpublic lounge areatt,,what
the "public lounge area" to be?

expect.ed You to behave in this
6.

7. I^Ias there anything ín the "*p"ti'n""t"1
feel embarrassedr upset or anxious?

procedures which made You
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' .Appendix B

Sunmary of Responses to Open-ended QuesÈion Four.

Q 4 tttrIhen you were puttj-ng figures into the tpublic lounge areat, whaÈ
sort of place did you imagine the rpublic lounge areat to be?"

S. No. ResPonse Sturmary

I a uníversity.
2 - an area for the publ-ic"
3 - a waiËing room at a cínema.
4 - place where people are sociaLizLng.
5 - CiËy Hall of Hong Kong.
6 - HoËel lounge area.
7 - Lobby of cinema, cafeÈeria.
I - asmallcanteen.
9 - a place used by people.

10 l,Iest lounge of Tache (Ha11) during a party.
11 a cÍrculation node where people do not stay long.
12 Adnínistratíve Studies lounge.
13 a resËíng room for people to resË and talk.
14 cafeËeria, waiting room.
15 a lounge
16 a place l¡here people could gather.
17 - acinernahall.
18 a general place for a social meeting or small parËy.
19 a general plaee where people can Èa1k and relax.
20 1-ounge area in a restaurant.
2L a pub.
22 our school lounge.
23 a restaurant.

. 24 student lounge.
25 a parÈy.
26 a cror¿ded and noisy place.
27 a socíal.
28 a place full or people doinf various things.
29 lounge in UniversiËY Center.
30 the upper 1evel of UI{SU.

31 a ËypÍca1 waiting room.
32 a place where there is a formal parLy or gathering.
33 student lounge.
34 lívíng room aË a Party.
35 a lounge ín uníversity residence.
36 a waiting room.
37 a crowded, noisY Place.
38 a room where a party r+as being held.
39 a bar or cocktaíl lounge.

; 40 a sËudent lounge.
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4L a place where à p"tty or meeting raould be held
42 lounge in a bus terminal.
43 a lobby.
44 l^Iínnípeg airport lounge; busy university lounge.
45 Science lounge.
46 any lounge on universfÈy campus.
47 basement of a house where a socíal gaËheríng was

takíng place.
48 a fairly large area, cold, noË too friendly.
49 a small closed-in area simiLar to dor¡msËairs can-

Èeen in InfSU.
50 bus depot; lounge in hotel.
51 U of I^I CollegiaËe cafeteria.
52' a crowded place wiÈh groups of people standing around.
53 home economícs lounge.
54 a general (space for) meeting people wiÈh no real

assígned purpose; síroply a place ËÕ go when therers
nothing Èo do.

55 an area of conversaÈion and ningling.
56 a universiÈy lounge.
57 waíting room in a dentist or doctor office.
58 staff room at the Bay where I r¡ork.
59 area just outside a theater or student lounge.
60 a party in a living room.
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Sunmary of Responses Ëo Open-ended Question Five.

Q 5" "I{Lrat do you thínk r¿as the goal of Ëhis research?'l

S. No. Response Summary

1 - man r¿íth relations Èo his envíronmental spaces.
2 to study social interaction.
3 - to find ouL our ideas about. congested areas and how

they are affecËed by our background.
4 - study on personal space.
5 - to see the degree of crowdedness in Asian people.
6 to know abouÈ crowded people.
7 - to anaIyze oners point of víer¿ of cror¡dedness ín

urban areas with onets pasË experience.
B - Ëo understand someLhing about the living conditions

in Hong Kong.
9 - measure personal space in publíc and private arees.

10 to find Èhe defÍnition of rcror¡dedt amongst people
(who) gro\^r up in díf ferent densíty backgrounds.

11 Èo fínd relation betr.reen livíng area of each person
and feelings of capacíty.

LZ Idonftknow.
13 to observe our behavior.
14 how people of differenË living environraents react

to a crorvded place.
15 to fÍnd out feelings of crowdedness of people 1íving

in hígh density countries.
16 how.envíronmerit. affects feelíng of space around a

person.
L7 ability Èo wíthstand crowdedness.

' 18 Iivíng environment ï¡iÈh respect to populat,ion.
19 each indívidualts concept of spacing with some con-

nectÍon to lÍvj-ng quarters (housing).
20 study feelíngs of crowd(ing) from Ëhose people who

come from foreign countríes.
2I to fínd Ëhe most popular spoË in a room.
22 how comfortable I feel in a crowded area.
23 Ëo determíne how big an area Bost people want to live

l_n"
24 to find out about what people feel about their environ-

ment.
25 - Ëo study crowds.
26 differences of living envíronment in different areas.
27 social interacËion.
28 to see if differenÈ races would feel different under

certain degree of crowdedness.
. 29 to study Èhe líving sËandard.
' 30 to find out rqhether race had to do wiËh personal sPace.
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Èo discover éffects of chíld development on home

dwe11-ings.
personal distance and personal background.
io pto.t" that your rcomfortable levélr si depend-
ent on your mind' noÈ Ëhe seËÈing.
to see when people begin to feel uncomforÈable Lo

cror,¡dedness.
how background affecËs when you feel crowded'
to see hor,r peopl-e feel about beíng r¿íth a lot of
oËher peoPle.
to compare the dwelling in which I lived r'riÈh an

area I considered cror¿ded.
to find out how comforËable you feel with a number
of other peoPle.
to fÍnd out about crowding.
how people reacL in publíc privaËe environnents'
to "à. how people feel around other people in dif-
ferenÈ seËtings.
Lo see íf subject ís
his or her dwellíng
social posiËion.
to find relation.bethreen our pasÈ and the number
people r^Ie are most comfortable with.
to determine paÈterns for people in rural-urban
setËings.
to compare hor¿ I would react imagining a differenË
size room.
Lo test claustroPhobia.
to see if home dwelling size has any affect on how

many people a person feels comfortable wíÈh'
Ëo see at r¿hat poínt people begin Ëo feel uneasy
with other peoPle around.
Lo see r¿here you felt most comforËabl-e---in an open

area or in your home surroundings wj-th a number of
people.
lo find out abouü livíng conditíons, crowdedness'
a comparison betveen Ehe effecËs of over-crowding
of populations on Canadian and Chinese
to ãiscover how people Ëhínk of places as crowded'
to find out peoplers reactions Ëo crowded rooms'
the number of people we feel comfortable with ín
regards to public and private meeting places '
to relate type of dwelling one lives in with Èheir
socíal- behavíor.
to find ouË how crowded a rooul can be before people
feel- uneomfortable.
to see changes in people v¡ho move a\ray Ëo a ne$I place'
Lo see how people from larger families adjusË in
cror¿ded conditíons.
how physical environment affects our later Èhinking
of crowds and social awareness.
sorneËhing to do wíth association wíth other people'

32
33

of

34

35
36

37

38

39
40
4I

42

43

44

45

48

49

50
51

46
47

used to havíng other PeoPle in
in regard to his or her familYts

52
53
)4

55

)o

57
58

59
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Sunmary of Responses to Open-ended Question Six.

Q 6. "Horr do you think the experimenÈer expected you to behave in thís
. experiment?"

S. No. ResPonse Sr¡mmary

1 - No idea.
2 - The experimenter expected x0e to puË more figures in

thís experiment.
3 - I shall put more figures than a Canadian living and

born in Winnipeg. I shall put more fígures in my

home than a public lounge.
4 - To put more People in Ëhe lounge than in Èhe living

room"
5 - The goal- was to see Ëhe degree of crowdedness ín Asian

people.
6 - I thínk he wants Ëo know how many people I feel is

crowded.
7 - I donrt Èhínk the experimenÈer would exPect any par-

Ëicular behavior from the experíment.
B - Just what I exPerienced.
9 - To imagine when I was in Hong Kong.

10 Answer ín regard to the most honest uanner.
11 The experimenter r¿ould expect !ûe to puË a few persons

in a room since in my case I have 13 people in 7-roorn
house.

LZ Blank.
13 To see whaL is our behavíor in our daily life.
14 Put more fÍgures in the 'public lounge'.
15 I donrt knor¿.
16 To experiment wíÈh the wooden people and find out hor¿

many of them would crowd the sPace.
L7 Being abl-e to put many figures iu the líving room'
18 Cooperative.
19 Aecordíng to my oüln coricepËs.
20 He expected me Ëo behave ín Ëhe acËual feel-ing of

being cro¡¿ded.
2I IIe would expecË me Èo fill people up in the Toom'

22 I think he expected me to behave in the way I normally
r+ould.

23 To tesÈing me (on) how big (of an) area I would like.
24 HonesÈly
25 As I am in that siËuaËion.
26 Honestly exPress ny Ërue experience.
27 Normally.
28 He would expect me Ëo really imagíne ËhaË I am in Ëhe

29 To reflect the living situatíon-
30 NormallY as if I was in the room.

L20
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31 If I were a long-Èime ciËy dweller, I would become
cror¿ded wíth more people presenË. As a small torsn
person, I should feel crowded with less people present'

32 By arrangíng the figures unËil you felt Èhe roou r"ras

crowded you would shor¿ v¡haË you felË Ëhe personal dis-
. Ëance r¡ras.
33 More people in a lounge.
34 He expecËed you Ëo feel more crovrded sooner in the

room which was to be from your own dvrelling place.
35 HonestlY.
36 Honest,ly to deÈermine my reactions.
37 If I lived ín a crowded dwell_ing I could toleraËe a

nore cror'rded environment.
38 No idea.
39 As directed on the sheet given.
40 Put more people in the publÍc setÈing Ëhan Ëhe private.
4L He expects me to acË as I would under normal circumstances.
42 If you come from a relatively well to do faurily (i'e.'

they frequently have a lot of guests or parties) you
will probably place more people in the living room.
The opposíte holds if you come from a middle to low
class farníly which are noË used to having many people
around.

43 If yourve lived the longest in an apartnent. or crowded
cily, he would expect you t.o place more peoPle in the
roours.

44 To be careful and Ëhink abouË Ëhe situat,ion or the Lr¡lo

environments.
45 I would place more People in the public lounge'
46 Probably to put more people in the lounge area Ëhan the

1ivÍng room space"
47 As one fel-t, he himself would feel comfortable in the

' seËÈing.
48 lle expecÈed me Èo place a lesser number of people Í-n

the room than in Ëhe lounge.
49 I thought Èhat you ivould place more people in your

living room Ëhan in the public lounge area.
50 I imagíne he thoughË Itd put dorrln the way I iive in

a dwel1ing.
51 Typical for Ëhe questionnaire form category I fitted into-
52 I dontË think any requi-red beahvior was expected'
53 As I rea11y felt abouË crowded roorns.
54 I think he expected less people Ëo be Put ín the lÍvíng

room than in the public lounge atea-
55 I think he expected me to behave as I did'
56 To puÈ less people in the líving room than the lounge.
57 He expect.ed to see a certain pattern in behavj-or.
58 I thínk lfm expected Lo feel comfortable in a room with

many people because of my large fanily size.
; 59 Naturally.

60 The waY he told me to.
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Strmmary of Responses to Open-ended QuesËion Seven

Q 7" Itças there anyËhíng in the experimental procedures r.¡hich made

you feel embarrassed' upset or anxious?"

S. No. Response Summary

-, 
,.0 No.

15 I felt hesiËated (sic) r.¡ith the strange environment.
L6-22 No.
23 Anxious.
24-32 No.
33 Tryíng to ímagíne you are orie of the peopl-e in

the setÊing---which one?

34-36 No"
37 See(íng) Rro-way ur:irror made me feel uncomfortable.
38-45 No.
46 I would have liked a chaír. other than that, noËhing.
47-50 No.
5lNothingpartícularlyexcept'that'Ir.rasslightlyan-

xious as I had not parËaken in an experimenË before
and was anxious at being observed.

SZ The windo\.r was a 1íttle disconcerËíng buË other than
that, everYËhing r¡/as fíne.

53'57 No.
53MaybeËhepartaboutbeingseethroughawindow,but

not really.
59 No.
60 The Èl¡o situaËj-ons r¡rere almost the same to me' I was

thinking perhaps you rdere lookíng for a difference'
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Footnotes

ïwaÈa (Lg74) has reported what he claims to be differences in

perceptions of crowdÍng beÈween Japanese Americans and Caucas-

ian Americans who líve in Hawaii. Similarly, Schnidt & Gold-

man ( Lgl6) reporÈ modest differences in Ëhe perceptÍon of

crowdíng between whites, Blacks and chÍcanos f-ivÍng in one city

in californía. However, while these sËudies are inÈeresting,

they represent analyses based on race (Iwata, 1974) or sub-

cul-tural/racial differences (Schurídt & Gol-dman" L976) rather

Ëhan genuíne culËural dífferen'ces '

jects were probably exposed to more

mllÍeux despite what effects míght

and ttghettoizatíon" 
"

Burch (Note 1) and Baum & Davis (L976) have shown thaÈ room

hue,brÍghtnessanddecorationschemesmayallínfluenceper-

ceptíons of crowding and spatíal density on a Desor test of

crowdíng threshold. In the present' study, therefore' these

factors lrere controlled

IÈ is appreciaËed that the meËhod of choice in performing this

analysis would be to efiteï PasÈ Resídential Densíty as a factor

ín a four way AI{OVA whích crosses culture with Present Resident-

ialDensity,PasÈResídentialDensityandsetting.However'

pasË Residential DensiÈy T¡Ias controlled raÈher than analyzed

dírectly because no Canadian conLrols could be found who had

histories of hígh Past Resídentíal Density, so ubiquitous is

In

or

be

both instances all sub-

less Èhe same culËural

attributed to skin colour

2.

3"
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the Canadian single faroily fully detached house. In view of

this fact, the ce1ls of the design whÍch would have been oc-

cupied by high PasÊ Residential Density Canadians would have

been empty, render tests of some int.eractions impossible and

tests of the Past. ResídenËial Density main effecËs dubious.

For rel-aÈively large Nrs, the discrepancy between Pearson,

BiserÍa1 and Phí coefficíents approaches zero and has little

or no impact on the ¿ values calculated for the coefficients.

The only consideration whÍch commends Ëhe tsiserial coefficíent

over the Pearson is Ëhat íË assumes Ëhat. ønly one variable

of the pair being examíned is continuous a¡ad normally dístrÍb-

uted. The Phi coefficient, of course, assüsnes Ëhat both var-

lables being correlaËed are dichotomous. lll're determinatÍon

of g values for both Biserial and Phí coef,ficients is com-

plicated by Ëhe fact, that these coefficíents will atËain maxima

of *1.00 Íf and only if the proportionate c,e11 frequencies are

equal for the díchotomous variables ínvolved. When such equal

ce1l frequencies have not been obtaíned, tÏ¡e ¿ values calculated

for Ëhe coefficients nust be consiåered aop,roximaËe and. inter-

preËed accordingly.
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Table I

Sex of Subject

Chínese Canadían
Sex Absol-ute Relative Absolute Relative

Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency

Male 16 59 .9 L6 59 .9

Fenale L4 4L -L L4 4L 'L

Total: 30 100.0 30 100'0
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Table 2

Age of Subjeet

Age
in

Years

Chínese Canadian

Absolute Relative Absolut,e RelaËive
Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency

16

T7

18

19

20

2L

22

23

24

25

1

I
4

9

5

4

4

0

1

1

0

I
T6

6

3

3

I
0

0

0

3.3

3"3

13.3

30.0

L6.6

13 .3

13.3

0"0

3.3

3.3

0.0

3.3

s3.3

20 .0

10.0

10.0

3.3

0.0

0.0
0.0

Total: 3030 99.7 99.9
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Table 3

Country of Birth & Rearing

CounËry
Chinese Canadian

Absolute Realtive Absolute Relative
Frequency Frequency Frequency Freque4çy--

Canada

Hong Kong

Malaysia

Indonesia

Maínland China

Thailand

Singapore

Burma

0

19

5

2

I
1

1

I

0.0

63.3

L6.6

6"6

3.3

3.3

3"3

3.3

30

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

100.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Total: 99.7 100 .0
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Table 6
Year in UniversitY

Year
Level

Chinese Canadían

AbsoluËe RelaËive Absolute ReIaÈive
Frequencv Frequen Frequen

86.6

6.6

0.0

6.6

First Year

Second Year

Third Year

Fourth Year

26

I

2

I

86.6

3.3

6.6

3.3

26

2

0

2

ToËal: 3030 99.8 99 .8
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5

Occupation

Chinese Canadian
Occupational

Classifícation Absolute RelaLíve
.B'requericy .frequency

Absolute Relative
F re q uqn qy __ E¡ eqqe ney_

Unskilled
Skí11ed

lf,anagerial/
Technical

Business/
Entrepreneuríal

Professíonal
Retired

1

4

3.3

13 .3

26 "6

s0.0

6.6

0.0

I
t2

6

9

2

0

3.3

40.0

20.0

30 .0

6.6

0.0

15

2

0

Total: 30 99"8 30 99.9
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Occupational
ClassificaËion

Chinese Canadían

Absolut,e Relative Absolute Relative
uenc Freuqency Frequen

Unskilled
Skíl-led

l"IanageríaL/
Technical

Buslness /
EntrePreneurial

Professional
Retired

I
4

3"3

13.3

26.6

40"0

3.3

13.3

1

10

7

3.3

33.3

23.3

26.6

6.6

6.6

L2

t
4

I

2

2

99 .8 30 99.7Total:
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Table 7

Income

Chínese Canadian
Income
Level Absolute Relative AbsoluËe Relative

Fre uen

20"0

10 .0

26.6

20.o

3"3

3.3

3.3

13.3

ue Frequenc

13.3

6.6
46.6

23.3

0.0

3.3

0.0
6.6

Less Èhan $10,000

$ 10,001-$ 15,000

$ 15 ,00 1-$ 20,000

$ 20, 00 1-$ 25 , o0o

$25 ,00 1-$ 30 , ooo

$ 30, 00 1-$ 35 ,000

$35,oo1-$40 ,o0o

More than $40"000

6

3

B

6

1

1

1

4

4

2

t4

7

0

1

0

2

Total: 30 99.8 30 99.7
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Table I

LengÈh of Residence in Canada

LengÈh
of

Resídence

Chínese Canadian

Absolute Relative Absolute Relatíve--------- Frsggency _qrequency Frequency Frequency

1 Yr"

2 Yrs"

3 Yrs.
4 Yrs.

5-7 Yrs"

Li-fe

9

9

6

1

5

0

30.0

30.0

20.0

3.3

L6 "6
0.0

0

0

0

0

0

30

0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0

100.0

Total: 30 99 "9 30 100.0
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Table 9

of Variance Suuuiary f'ot Crowding Threshold Scores

Source P.
xidf MS

Cul-ture (C)

Present DensíÈY (?)

Cx?

Error

Setting (S)

CxS

PxS

CxPxS

Error

I

I

I

56

I

1

1

1

56

567 "2

t26 "r

114. 1

88.36

745 "0

49 "4

7.O

6"L

16"10

6 "42

L "43

L "29

46.25

3.07

.44

"38

.014

.237

.26L

.000 1

.085

.5L2

.542
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Tabl-e 10

Sunmary for Crowding Threshold Scores

for Past Residential DensÍtY

Source df l,ß DF

Cul-ture (C)

Error

Setting (S)

CxS

Error

I

43

I

1

43

46.00

43.75

544.27

46.00

8.71

1 .05

62.47

5.28

.310

.000 I

.o26
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Non-redundant

and 
-Associated p Values

Table 11

CorrelaÈion Coef ficient,s
for the Selected Post-hoc Measures.

ô0
Éò0

EÊ
+J ïl
+J +J(¡) +r
(nO Oq)

tr cô ¡.¡
r{ O OO C(df{+r(JOO
o = 

(Úcr1 rlc/l
.J+JÞn
äFlrl4;ut{aÈuÊrÊ{

t

,É Ê E Ë +. c,Éõ E é â ¡,8 ËHÊ åÊ øÈ' E tr õ Ë
¡J òo Ë oo Ðil õ q Ê n qs5 ,.i 6H & 6î ËË
õJ inJ Ø o
ËË A! ^flo Ë sË H*e.Ã E p{ Ä Êr 

Ê{

PresenË In- +.116
Druelling Dens. ( .37S)

Past ïn-
Dwellíng Dens"

Present Room
DensiÈy

PasË Room Densíty

Present PrivaÈe Space

Past, Private Space

rreiclr

Culture

Prívate Setting Score

Public Setting Score

+.588
( . oot)

-. i06
(.422)

+.038
(.772)

-.o57
( .668)

+.561
( . ooo¡

-.4gga
(.001)

+.oLza
(.e28)

-. 6 lga
( .000)

na rã
-. LO+
(.041)

+.0404
( .7 60)

+.1g44
( .160)

-.3354
( .00e)

-.5Bga
(.000)

+.360b
(<.01)

-.0394
( .7 65)

+.1044
(.42e)

-.L764
(.17e)

-.tzïa
(.330)

+.150b
(<.¡o)

+. 157b
q<.30)

+.2074
(.113)

+.20g4
(.111)

-.3334
( . o0e)

..nã-.oo¿
(.ooo)

+.234b
(<.10)

+.734b
(<.oo)

+.250b
(<.1)

-.I27
(.332>

+.227
(.oBl)

-.227
(.081)

-.275
(.033)

+.0gga
(.s04)

+.2234
( .oB7)

+.3034
(.0ie)

+.zoLa
(.r24)

+.026
( .843)

+.085
(.slB)

-.302
(.01e)

-.407
(.000)

+.L724
( .1e0)

+.2874
(.026)

+.37 4a
(.003)

+.3g54
(.002)

+.7L4
(.000)

aoint Biserial
bphi co"fficient

Correlation CoeffÍcíenti g values are 4proximate.

of Association; ¿ values are approrirnaËe.
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